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INTRODUCTION.

The Chinese have the reputation of being a strange people, with

a peculiar language, peculiar institutions, customs, and manners, utterly

different from those of our Western countries.

Since Chinese ports were thrown open to foreigners, the influx of

visitors of all kinds has continually increased. Missionaries, diplomats,

travellers—some led there by duty, others attracted by the prospect of a

new field for studies, and others guided by mere curiosity—have crossed

the country in all directions. From these visits has resulted a large

number of books—relations of travels, descriptions of country, customs,

and manners—books on any subject, all tending to acquaint Western

nations with the wonderful Celestial Empire, and, principally, to point out

the immense difference existing between Chinese and European ideas.

Amongst the subjects which have been treated with the least

success by foreign writers, Chinese Music ranks prominently. If men-

tioned at all in their books, it is simply to remark that " it is detestable,

noisy, monotonous ; that it hopelessly outrages our Western notions of

music," etc. I do not wish to create any discussions by contradicting

these and many other erroneous statements found in descriptions of

Chinese Music : it would take too long a time.

In the description I give here I will endeavour to point out the

contrasts or similarity between Western and Chinese Music, to present

abstruse theories in the least tiresome way, to add details never before

published, and to give a short yet concise account of Chinese Music.
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I am not pretentious enough to think that my work will be utterly

irreproachable. Mistakes are so easily made ; and if I have just alluded

to the many mistakes which are found in books, it is merely with the

intention of showing how careful we must be when writing, and, much

more, how indulgent we need be towards the writings of others.

I should deem it unfair not to mention that Mr. Hipplsley, one

of our Commissioners of Customs, is entitled to my most sincere gratitude

for his kindness in reading the manuscript and correcting the many faults

which ordinarily slip from one's pen when attempting to write in any but

one's own language.

J. A. VAN AALST.
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ON ANCIENT MUSIC.

The origin of music may from its nature be attributed to times coeval with the

appearance of man on earth. Indeed, what is music ? Listen to the accents of Nature ! Hear

the murmur of streams, the whisper of trees' leaves, the moaning of winds, the distant rolling

of thunder, the resounding majesty of the ocean! Notice the bleating of the timid sheep, the

lowing of herds, the singing of the lark, the animated cadence of the nightingale ! What are

all those voices but music, but a concert—a hymn which impresses the soul and elevates it to

the ideal of infinite beauty ?

When man began to contemplate the vast universe, his attention Avas naturally directed

TO harmonious Nature. The singing of birds, above all, must have deeply impressed him and

led him to vocal imitation. In the course of time he contrived to combine the natural sounds

of his voice into a system, to arrange them into melodies agreeable to the ear, and, finally, to

make instruments by which the melodies could be rendered.

Mythology shows us Orpheus, on the Thracian mountains, submitting the forest monsters

to the power of his lyre ; Arion escaping submersion ; Amphion building cities. If we open

the annals of history we find Fu Hsi playing on the ch'in ; Timotheus subjugating Alexa^tder
;

the rustic Spartans proscribing every art except music ; the same Spartans, often defeated, led

to victory by the songs of tlie Athenian Tyrt^us. In the Holy Scriptures we are told of

Tubal Cain, the sixth descendant from Cain, manufacturing instruments; of Moses singing

a hymn with accompaniment of timbrels, after the passage of the Red Sea ; and of King David

playing on the harp. The Egyptian history mentions Ptolemy Philadelphus employing a

band of 600 musicians to celebrate the feast of Bacchus ; and Ptolemy Auletes, or the flute-

|)layer, competing in his o^vn palace with the gi-eatest professional musicians.

Indeed, no nation on earth has existed that did not love that enchanting art, however

rude and artless the primitive systems may have been. It is everywhere an instinct of Nature,

a want of the soul ; it is found in the camps, in the forests, in the gilded palaces of the despots

I >f the East, in the meadows of America ; it cheers solitude ; it chai-ms society ; it animates at

the same time war and pastoral life.

The Greeks, the Chinese, and all the ancient nations speak of the mysterious influence

of music ; and still their systems, if compared with ours, were only imperfect embryos. But

it cannot be denied that the national music of every country, however simple it may be, has

a mystic influence on the passions of its inhabitants ; some airs are principally capable of raising

or depressing the spirits, of causing an electrical commotion in the hearts of the auditors.

Great discussions have arisen on the subject of Ancient Music, but, in spite of many
learned researches, commentaries, and theories, we cannot boast of laiowing much about it ; and

1
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many a brave man is still racking his brains, and will succumb before having resolved the

question and having learned more on the subject than what has been handed down to us b\-

Ptolem^us, Plutahch, and Plato.

From what we know of Greek music we can infer that it was simply a system for

regulating the movements of dances, pantomimes, and poetry; so the mysterious influence

spoken of may have been due more to the words and gestures than to the sounds themselves.

The Greeks had several gamuts witli an irregular distribution of intervals. Of those gamuts,

some were used for music of a solemn character; some were adapted to merry, hvely, martial

music; and some others to music of a soft and pathetic character. As for the notation, the

alphabetical letters alone were used ; harmony, modulation, and even melody (as we understand

it) were unknown. Their music was divided into three jjrincipal kinds : the e/x/xe'Xeia, or

church music ; the ctIkivvi^, for grotesque occasions ; and the KopSu^, for dancing. All this

is equally applicable to Chinese music, as will be shown hereafter.

Music is in principle romantic and fanciful, and therefore it is closely related to rehgion.

Everywhere where polytheism or idolatry has existed we find music occupying only a subordinate

position, the highest rank being given to the plastic art—to sculpture; whei-eas among the

nations whose worship was of a more spiritual character we find music occupying the first

place. Indeed, the Hebrews, although often tainted with idolatry, possessed the most advanced

system of their time ; and the Chinese worshippers of Shang-ti have a kind of music unknown

to the adherents of Buddha and Tao. On the other hand, the unciviHsed, idolatrous nations

have scarcely any musical system.

It is an uncontested fact that music has gradually risen and progressed with Christianit}-.

Through its character of ineffable spii-itualisra, the art of sounds alone was able to render the

Christian idea of an uncreated God. Antiquity appealed to the plastic arts for representations

of its gods, because those gods never ceased to affect the forms and passions of humanity

;

but a rehgion of abnegation and mystic contemplation required as interpreter an art whose

aspiration is unboimded, whose element is impalpable, as music.

During the first three centuries of our era, when Christians were exposed to persecu-

tions and had to conceal themselves to pray, music had of course but little i)lace in worship

;

but in the 4th century, when Christian perseverance had overpowered the cruel j^mganism,

Ambrosius, archbishop of Milan, adopted four of the Greek gamuts for the liturgical music of

the church.

Some additions to the number of scales were made by Pope Geegorv dm'ing the 6th

century ; but the greatest improvements, principally the system of notation on a stave, are due

to GuiDO d'Arezzo, a Benedictine monk of the 1 1 th century.

It was only during the 13th centmy that harmonic chords first came into use; until

then singing was all in unison. But the most important revolution in modern music was effected

during the last years of the 17th century, when the two great divisions, major and minor, were

introduced. Since then ovn- system has continually progressed, and all the mysteries of the

world of sounds have been brought to hglit.
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Oui' present complicated system of music is thus comparatively modem.

If ancient music exercised a magic influence on its hearers, what shall we say of our

modern art, which elevates its admirers to the highest pitch of idealism to which imagination

can be brought; whose romance transports us out of our spheres, out of the hmited cu'cle

of our knowledge ; whose accents make us shed tears when the subject is sad, tremble when

it is terrible, love when it is tender, admire when it is great, adore when it is divine ? This

accounts for the irresistible attraction exercised by music on those feminine, weak, timid natures,

which a continual musing elevates above the tribulations of this world. Woman, endowed with

the most exquisite feeling of sensitiveness, loves music with passion, because, like her, it softens

the manners, disarms force by grace, brings nearer and binds together the different elements

of society.

It also accounts for the instinctive aversion felt by those positive minds, those unbelievers,

who consider music as an organised row, a kind of noise submitted to the most delmous rules

and expressed by means of an artillery of instruments called pianos, trombones, comets, etc.,

wliich, they say, are best adapted to drive one mad or to make one appreciate surdity.

Fortunately for the fine arts, this unfeeling part of mankind is by far the smallest, and

their indifference hardly affects the enthusiasm of others.

Plato says that music affected considerably the constitution of the State ; Confucius

was of the same opmion. Indeed, all skilful pohticians, all wise rulers, are aware that they

must not look upon their subjects as abstractions, moving them about like the jmwns on a

chess-board, without considering that men have senses ; that these senses create passions ; that

the science of governing men is simply the science of guiding their feelings ; that the basis

of all luuiian institutions rests on public and private customs ; and that the fine arts are

essentially of a moral character, since they i-ender the man who cultivates them, better and

happier. And what is health but the essence of happiness, the result of internal contentment,

the peaceful feelings of the soul manifested on the exterior envelope of man.

This dissertation may seem out of place in an article on Chinese music. Nevertheless

it is a fact that the Chinese have had the very same ideas ; and this consideration, taken in

connexion with several astonishing similarities between all the ancient systems, will re-enforce

the belief of music's common origin.
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ON CHINESE MUSIC.

Music in China has undoubtedly been known since the remotest antiquitj-. It is said

to have been invented by the Emperor Fu Hsi (B.C. 2852); but the invention of music can

scarcely be attributed to anybody. The revelation of it must have proceeded from man's

admiration of Nature. It is, say the Chinese, the essence of the harmony existing between

heaven, earth, and man ; and since we believe that all human beings come forth from AdaiM

and subsequently from Noah, we may reasonably infer that the chiefs of each of the gi-ear

famihes carried with them the principles of the then existing music ; these principles, differently

influenced by the more or less artistic skill of the different nations, have formed the various

systems, which at first seem diametrically opjiosed, but which, when compared and deprived

of their special and characteristic individuality, show such coincidence, such strildng similarities.

as to render their common origin indubitable.

The first invaders of China^ certainly brought with them certain notions of music. The

aborigines themselves- had also some kind of musical system, which their conquerors admired

and probably mixed with their own.

We read in the jgM ( T'ung-tien) that the music of the Emperor Fu Hsi was called ^ ^
(fu-lai) or jj; $ (li-pen) ; that of the Emperor Sh^n Nung, ^ $f (fu-t'e) or f ^ (hsia-mou):

and that of the Emperor Huang Ti, j^ ^ (hsien-chih), or the " all-pervading mfluence."^ What

the real meaning of these names was is not known, and they may be compared to the obscure

musical terms of the Bible. At that time music was not regulated by any laws ; each Emperor

had his own system, and they did not always agree.* Beginning with Huang Ti, " the Yellow-

Emperor " (B.C. 2697), Chinese music assumes its characteristic fonn. A certain note is taken

as the base ; sounds are fixed, and receive names ; comparisons are di-awn between the notes

and the celestial bodies ; music becomes a necessity in the State—a key to good government.

Huang Ti hears it.^ To obey the desire of his human nature, he renders it manifest through all

the Empire to comply with the wishes of heaven; he practises it, to be in accordance with

the rites of propriety; and he establishes it in the Empire, to render the people better and

happier. The succeeding Emperors followed the system of Huang Ti, and composed hymns

:

the great Shun (B.C. 2255) composed the piece called Ta Slaw, the very same which, 1,600

years later, so deeply impressed Confucius that for three months " he did not know the taste

of meat,"**—that is, he was so captured by the beauty of the piece that for three months he

thought of nothing else. All the philosophers are unanimous in their praise of ancient music

;

' They were a band of immigrants fighting their- way amongst the aborigines, and supposed to have come from

the south of the Caspian Sea.

'' The lA, the Kiuii, and the Fc.ng tribes, remnants of which are said to be .still in existence in South China.

' The 5g ^ (T-img-tien), or " Complete Dictionary," by jj^ fg (Tr Yu), says : {i^ ^ |^ ^ |fc ^ ij^

^ See Preface to the ^ M K ^>. ^^hich says : J. ^ ;j; ^ ^ ||| ^ ^ ^- ^.
^ fe fi ^ -^ * m, chapter ^3 ^ ^ ± }^ X M ± i^ % H :t ^ m M- M :t i-!).

±
'M-

' Sec ^ ^, which says iF ^ ^ Wi tU E M T^ ^]i ^ %
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it was eminently sweet and hannonious, and produced inexpressible sensations of pleasure in

the hearers. Therefore they lament and regret that it has been lost.^

Tt is most probable that the merits of ancient music consisted chiefly, like that of the

(jrueks, in regulating the movements of dances and poetry. Indeed, the Chinese idea is that

music without poetry is no music at all.^

!Music, says the Musical Recorder, proceeds from the heart of man.^ The harmony of

the heart produces the harmony of the breath, the harmony of the breath produces that of the

voice, and the voice is the emblem of the harmony existing between heaven and earth.^

According to Chinese ideas, music rests on two fundamental principles— the j^ g|

(s/ien-li), or spiritual, immaterial principle, and the ^ ^ (ch'i-shu), or substantial form. All

natural productions are represented by unity ; all that requhes jierfecting at the hands of man
is classed under the generic term ^ (u-an), plurality. Unity is above, it is heaven

;
plurahty

is below, it is earth. The immaterial principle is above, that is, it is inherent in material

bodies, and is considered their ;$; (pen), basis, origin. The material principle is below; it is

the ^ (hainy), form or ligm-e of the shen-li. The form is limited to its proper shape by

^ (shu), number, and it is subjected to the rule of the shen-li. Therefore when the material

principle of music (that is, the mstruments) is clearly and rightly illustrated, the corresponding-

spiritual principle (that is, the essence, the sounds of music) becomes perfectly manifest, and

the State's affairs are successfully conducted.

If all this seems obscure, the fault lies with the Chinese.

Of all the ancient music nothing remains except the above abstruse theories. The

Emperor She Huang-ti (B.C. 246), the destroyer of books, came ; he ordered the annihilation

of all books, with the exception of works on medicine, agriculture, and divination. The decree

was obeyed as faithfully as possible by an uneducated soldiery, who made it the pretext of

domiciliary visits, exactions, and pitiless destruction. Music-books and instruments shared the

same fate as every object which could give rise to any remembrance of past times,* and

a long night of ignorance rested on the coimtry, to such an extent that "at the rise of

the Han dynasty the great music-master, Chi, whose ancestors had for generations held the

same dignity, scarcely remembered anything about music but the noise of tinlding beUs and

dancers' drums.^

Under the subsequent dynasties great efforts were made to revive music. Ancient books

and instruments were discovered in the places where they liad been concealed at the time of

the destruction of books, new books were written, instruments made, but the fi-equent poHtical

changes to which this country has been subject since the beginning of our era has not allowed

' S«e H |g, chapter 17 of Li-chi: /L "a J^ )IE ^ A ^C" 4 4-
' iC- ^ iJ ^ fa ^ ft gij S ft ^ * S: 5c ii ;S: ft
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of much time being devoted to music. Moreover, the authors who then wrote on the subject

of music do not agree in their theories, and their successors have confused the different systems.

During the present dynasty the Emperors K'ang Hsi and Ch'ien Lung have done much to

bring music back to its old splendour, but their efforts cannot be said to have been very

successful. A total change has taken place in the ideas of that people which has been every-

where represented as unchangeable ; they have changed, and so radically that the musical

art, which formerly always occupied the place of honour, is now deemed the lowest eaUing

a man can profess. There is still in Peking a Board of Music connected with the Board

of Rites (just as the Romans had a college of flute-players), but tlie officers seem Httle anxious

to distinguish themselves.

Serious music, which according to the classics is considered a necessary complement

of education, is totally abandoned. Very few Cliinese are able to play on the di'in, the sheny,

or the yiln-lo, and still fewer are acquainted with the theory of the lils.

Chinese music must be divided into two different kinds : ritual or sacred music, which

is passably sweet, and generally of a mmor character ; and the theatrical or popular music.

The populace, as every foreigner in China has experienced, delights in the deafening

uoise of the gong, accompanied by the shrieking tones of the clarionet; and such music requires

no scientific study. Who has not met a funeral or a wedding procession where four or five

clarionet-players blow their souls out with furious accompaniment of di'ums and gongs ? Let

it not be thought that the present Chinese do not like music. They do everything in music

:

they are born, they worship, they marry, and they die in music. Only they do not find it

dignified to perform it themselves, not even as " amateurs." The streets are continually

paraded by bands of two, three, or four musicians, mostly blind men, who go from gate to gate

> iffering their services.

Western musi;; is not at all appreciated in China. The Chinaman seems to pity us

for being still so far back in this particular line when we have showTi our superiority in all

other branches of science. It may be very patriotic for the Chinese to liave the best opinion

possible of their own music, but it wiU not prevent foreigners finding it monotonous, noisy,

and disaOTceable.

ON THE LtJS.

The las (Ifl^ g) are a series of bamboo tubes, the longest of which measures 9 inches,

and which are supposed to render the 1 2 chromatic semitones of the octave.

The discovery of the lils is somewhat fabulous. Huang Ti is reputed to be the inventor

:

he arranged them according to the pa-kua,^ or mysterious symbols of Fu Hsi. - Huang Ti

sent one of his ministers. Ling Lun, to a place called Tahsia (which has been identified with

Bactria, the mother of cities, from its unrivalled antiquity and splendour), situated west of

The /^ iK (pa-lcua) are eight diagrams drawn by the Emperor Fu H.si, and a\ hich are used by the Chinese

(who believe that they represent the nKinitord changes which take place in Nature and in the affairs of the world) fur

purposes of divination. Chaos, or primitive existence, is unity: One divided becomes two :
— . From

these figures, one whole line and one divided, placed above each other
(

" — — . etc.),

the eight diagrams were fanned. (See Morrison'.? book, "A View of China,'' etc., p. 118.)
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tlie K'uenhm Mountains (the OljTnpus of China and the supposed source of the feng-shui),

to procure bamboo tubes to make the liis. It appears that there is a valley there called

Chiehku, where bamboos of regular tliickness grow. Ling Lun cut the piece of bamboo which

is between two knots, and the sound emitted by this tube he considered as the base, the

pitch-key, the tonic.^ He arranged a series of 12 tubes, according to the ideas of his master,

and they received the name f^ g (liis)—that is, laws, principles, pitch-pipes.

Now, what led the inventor to the division of the octave into twelve semitones, each

represented by one lil ? Several versions are given :

—

1°. Some say that he arrived at it by listening to the singing of the Pengs or Fengs

(a powei-ful tribe living south of the Yangtze-kiang), the voices of the men

ffivinw him six demitones and those of the women the remaining six.-

2°. Others give the same theory with this particular change, that the Fengs were

not human beings, but birds ; the male being called gl, (feng), and the female

JIi (liiuingP Unfortunately for this theory, a third account assures us that

these birds were simply imaginary.*

3°. Another writer attributes to the rolling waves of the Yellow River the idea of

the first soimd. The bamboos growing on its borders were used to render it.*

4°. Aiaother writer, less poetical but not less positive, is convinced that Ling Lun cut

his bamboos according to the terms of a triple progression of 12 numbers, as

•. 3. 9. 27, 81, etc., which, indeed, exhibit the numerical values of a series of

perfect fifths."^

But without questioning to what extent these theories may be acceptable, it is more

reasonable to believe that the discovery of the 12 divisions of the octave was due to simple

and natural causes.

That the ancient Chinese should notice the difference of pitch between the sounds emitted

by tubes of different length is quite natural ; that they contrived to find a tube the sound

of which corresponded exactly to the fundamental note of the then existing music is not

astonishing ; that they then became anxious to have tubes corresponding to the other sounds

of their scale is quite comprehensible ; and that when comparing, blowing, or cutting they

discovered the way to the division of the octave into 1 2 semitones is not at all impossible.

The Chinese have always been fond of seeking the similitude or contrasts existing

between everything in creation. Between heaven and earth, they say, there is perfect harmony.

Now, 3 is the emblem of heaven, 2 is the sjonbol of earth.^ If two sounds are in the

proportion of 3 to 2, they will harmonise as perfectly as heaven and earth. On this principle

a second tube was cut measuring exactly two-thirds of the length of the first tube, and the

' Douglas' "Oliina," p. 162.

^ "Journal of the North-China Branch of the Eoyal Asiatic Society," No. VIII, 1874, p. 96.

* Morrison's Dictionary : character ^.
5 Amiot, "Memories sur les Chinois."

s Paul Peuny's Dictionary, P.art II.

' The jg* says: ^ 5c M ^-
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sound rendered was the perfect fifth, whicli in our Western music is also expressed by tin'

ratio of 3 to 2.

The second bamboo being treated on the same principle, produced a third tube measurhi"

exactly two-thirds of the length, and giving a note a perfect fifth higher than that of the second

tube. This new sound seeming too far distant from the first or fundamental note, the length

of the producing tube was doubled (that is, four-thirds of the second tube's wliole length was

taken instead of two-thirds), and the note became an octave lower.

All the tubes were cut on the same principle,' the relation of 3 to 2 representing the

liarmony existing between heaven and earth. They engendered one another and always

measured two-thirds or four-thirds of the whole length of their generator. The Ms were

therefore divided into two classes, the [^ ^ (yang liis) and the [^ g (yin lus), or males and

females, positives and negatives, perfect and imperfect.

According to the ^ H (I King), chaos was divided into two parts, yang answering to

male energy, and yin corresponding to the female principle. All that is strong and superior

is ycmg ; yin indicates dependence, inferiority. Everything in Nature belongs to one of these

two grand categories, from whose combinations and reciprocal action results all that exists or

rakes place in the universe. The lils i, 3, 5, 7, 9, and 11 were considered as yang; the even

numbers were classed as yin; but it is well to remark that these distinctions did not at

all affect the tones, and were made simply to please the Chinese ideas of the time. Other

comparisons were dra\A'n between tlie 1 2 / m.s, the 1 2 moons, the 1 2 Chinese hours, etc."^

The first tube, which was considered as the basis, the generator of all the others, received

the name ^ ^ (huayig-chung). The sound produced by it was named ^ (kv/ng), and became

the tonic or key-note of a kind of semi-diatonic scale of 12 degrees, nearly identical with our

chromatic gamut, the only difference being that our scale is tempered, while that of the Chinese

is left untouched.

Temperament denotes a small, and to the ear almost imperceptible, deviation from the

absolute purity of intervals which compose our scale. It is well known that 12 perfect

fifths employed within the space of an octave (like the 12 Chinese sounds) exceed the ratio

of the octave, or that of 2 to i, by the ditonic comma, a small interval expressed by the ratio

of 531,441 to 524,288. Our ear is so constructed that it cannot endure the excess or deficiency

of a whole comma in any interval without being offended, and therefore it has been found

expedient to diminish each fifth by one-twelfth of the ditonic comma, instead of diminishmg

only one fifth by the entire comma.

That is what we call temperament in Western music, and it is the absence of it that

causes some of the Chinese intervals to appear to us either too high or too flat. We will prove

mathematically the difference when speaking of the diatonic scale.

The following diagram will illustrate the lils, giving their names, the moons, hours,

etc., to which they coiTCspond, the musical sounds they emit (supposmg huang-chung to give

our C), their corresponding notes in our music, etc.

The liis follow each other at the interval of half a tone.

H ^ fl S ± T 'te ^
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Diagram Im-ustratixc the Li's.
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No. 2.

l)TAf;RAM SIIOWIXO HOW THE L(:S (iF.XERATE ONE AXi H'lIEK.
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The question has been raised as to whether the iiis were open at both ends or not.

Those acquainted with the theory of the vibration of tubes will readily admit that they were

stopped at one end, for the following reasons.

Sound in a tube, open or not, is produced by the vibrating movement of the air, and

the sound will vary in pitch accordmg to the degi-ee of pressure of the air. The different

notes so produced are called harmonics. The longer and narrower the tube, the more harmonics

it will give.

A long tube open at both ends will give the following harmonics, which are marked

I, 2, 3, etc, according to their place in the succession of sounds.

1

"^
-Z -.i 456789 etc.

A tube closed at one end \vill give only the harmonics marked with odd numbers, with

this important peculiarity, that to produce the same note this tube requires only half the length

of an open tube.

m ^ ¥^

e-
1

1 1 etc.

The Hrst Inumg-chang tube measured only i foot. An open tube of that size would

scarcely give any sound, whereas a corked tube i foot long gives the same note as an open

tube 2 feet long. Moreover, the tubes of the Pandean pipe, which was a collection of bamboos

made on the principle of the lus, were closed at the lower end.

To their series of 12 lils the Chinese added two new series, one lower and one higher.

The lils were used merely to regulate the instruments and give a uniform pitch to the

music. The diameter of all the las must be the same.' Meng K'ang (^ ^) says that the

<;-ircumfGrence of all tubes diminislies according to their length, but this is explicitly contra-

dicted by Ts'Ai Tzu (^ ^), who quotes Cheng Ivang-ch'eng (% )^ ^) and Ts'ai Yung (^ g,)
(two gi-eat wine-bibbers and famous writers on music), and he flatly declares that Meng K'ang

and his adherents know nothing about music.'^ The tubes were all of tlie same thickness,

circumference, and diameter; only the length varied according to the sounds. HaarKj-chv/ny,

or the first tube, was i foot 'in length in reality, but that foot was considered as being only 9
inches, because 9 is perfectly divisible by 3, whereas 10 is not.'*

•^''^ W)^J^n^li.^ ^'"ch «vys
: A ft § 1 :ft- ^. 11 E ^•
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When the I'm were first invented they were well-selected bamboos, but ui subsequent

times, principally during the Chin (^) dynasty, the lus were made of copper, of marble, and

of jadestone. The opinion was that they would thus be less subject to atmospheric changes.

In order to illustrate fully the difference between the 12 iil^ and the 12 semitones of

our chromatic scale (tempered form), I give here a table showing the names of our notes

corresponding to the Chinese lils, the length of each lU, in Chinese inches, according to the

best and most reliable Chinese critics i; and the same length reduced to 120th parts of an

inch and compared with the numerical values of our notes.

One Chinese foot is equal to 0.255 metres, and our C is supposed to be kuang-chung.

Comparative Table of Chinese and Western Notes.

Names of Lus.
Corresponding

Western Notes.

Length of Liis

in

Chinese Inches.

Length of Liis

reduced to 120th

Parts of an Inch.

Eequu'ed Length
of Tubes to render

corresponding

Western Notes.

Huang-chung, upper

Ying-chung

IVu-i

Nan-lii

I-tse.

lAn-chung

Jui-pin

Chung-lii

Ku-hsi

Chia-chung

Tai-ts'u

Ta-lii

Huaiig-cliung, base..

C

B

Bb

A

Ab

G

Gb

F

B

Eb

D

Db

C

4-3853

4.66

4.S848

5-3

5-551

6

6.28

6.5824

7-1

74373

8

8.376

9

526.237

559-2

586.176

636

666. 1

2

720

753-6

789.888

852

892.476

960

1005.12

1080

540

576

607.5

645-3

6S3.1

720

768.45

810

864

910.71

963.99

1024.578

1080

By the above table it is seen that while the base and the fifth perfectly, agree, all

the other notes of the Chinese scale are too sharp, and consequently could not possibly be

rendered on our Western tempered instruments. Besides, the octave is so high as to be very

unpleasing to our Western ears. This is the principal reason why Chuiese music does not leave

a better impression on the minds of foreigners.

il IS S H HJ i^. ^ .^ ii f* *. ^ .Sj A ^ m, # M ^. -»d other.s.
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OF THE PITCH.

What was the real pitch of the Hrst hioany-chung tube ?

The size, capacity, and material of the tubes have so often been changed during the

successive dynasties that it has become almost impossible to form any acceptable conclusion

on this subject.

Pere Amiot, who died more than a century ago, gives F as the equivalent of liuany-

clni.vy; but he says himself in his works that he adopted this key because the strains of his

harmonium impressed his Chinese hearers much more when he was playing in the key of F

than when he played in any other key.

The present pitch approaches our D (60 1
J vibratioiis per second) as nearly as possible.

The principal fixed instruments, as the yiln-lo, the shmcj, the flute, all give the D as tonic.

But, with the view of pointing out in the clearest manner the similarity or contrast of Chinese

music to our Western music, I have thought it convenient to give our C as tlie equivalent

of hvxmg-chung, and to liave oiu- natural scale of C in apposition to the Chinese natural scale.
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CHINESE SYSTEM OF NOTATION.

The 12 lUs, as has been shown before, formed a kind of semi-diatonic scale, resembling

more or less our Western chromatic gamut. The ancient Chinese might thus have had hepta-

tonic and chromatic scales in all the keys ; they did not, however, extend the use of their

discovery so far, for up to the time of the Yin (|^) dynasty (B.C. 1300), only five notes—the

sounds emitted by the five first lus (see Diagram No. 2)—were in general use.^

To express these five sounds in writing, certain characters had been selected ; they were

—

g (kung),

^ (skang).

^ (chiao).

m (chill).

But at the beginning of the Chou (JU) dynasty (B.C. iioo), two more notes (the sounds emitted

by lus Nos. 6 and 7 of Diagram No. 2) were introduced.-

These were called

—

^ g (pien-kwng), literally changing into kung ; and

ffi Wi (pien-cliih), „ „ „ cliih.

Ts'Ai Tzu (^ ^) says: "Between kung and shang, shang and ddao, chlh and yii.

there is only the interval of one lu ; we skip over one lil and use the next one (see Diagram

No. i); but between chiao and chih, yil and kung, there is an interval of two lus. Now.

when the notes are separated only by one lil the distance is not great, and their succession

is satisfactory; but when two liis stand between two notes the connexion between these

seems interrupted." '* To remedy this deficiency, the two pien were added to the scale, bringing

the number of notes to seven ; and these were called the seven prmciples, because they are

produced by the first seven tubes, and because, as seen in Diagram No. 2, they engender one

another.

The ancient scale was therefore as follows. Like the European diatonic scale, it is com-

posed of five full tones and two half tones ; but one of the half tones is found in the Chinese

gamut between the fourth and fifth degrees, whereas in the Western gamut it stands between

the third and fourth degrees.

g 15 ja mf fH ^ 5. ^
' n M a^^ M r. m m :t. -t m^ '''

'

"^ n M 1^ ^ n^ m ^ mM ^ ^ - m- n m m^ m ^ "iiM ^ m :im' -

^

m i£ M *p - # m it Ho T^ 4a Ik- & etc.
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Names of Notes.

Kung ^

l^hmtg |§

Chiao ^

Fien-chih ^ ^

CJiih ^

y-" M

Pien-kwKj ^ ^

Kunq a

L'ds by which the Notes are

produced.

Huang-chung "^ Is

T'ai-ts'a -j^ ^

Kii-hsi is i5fe

Jui-pin |(^ ^

Lin-chuiuj Jpp |^

Nan-la ^ Q

Ying-chnng ;® ^

Huang-chung ^ ig

Western equivalent Notes.

*̂ C.

D.

E.

G.

C.

This scale remained in use unchanged until the rise of the Yiian {jq) dvnasty (14th

centur}-), the founder of which was Kublai Khan, the grandson of Genghis Khan. The

invading Mongols brought with them a scale and a sj'stem of notation different from that

used by the Chinese. This scale was as follows :

—

T7"
2Z

-rr 1Z.
-&-

^
Ssii. Yi. Fan. Liu. Wti.

1. R X
Ho. iSsu. Yi. tiliaug. Ch^Ui. Kung.

This new notation rapidly became popular on account of the simplicity of the characters

compared with the comjilicated signs of the ancient scale. But confusion was natiu'all}^ created

by some musicians usmg F natiu'al, while others used F^. Kublai Khan, who always paid

strict regard to the ancient laws and customs of the conquered Chinese, endeavoured to reconcile

the two scales by introducing F ijj: in the modern gamut under the name of ^ (kou); and the

following gamut became dominant during the rule of the Yiian (-jq) dynasty ^ :

—

i
Ho.

S=I|^ -<e^ :2Z
2Z ~S>-

^ ± n R X }i
Yi. Shang. Kou. Ch'iJi. Kmig. Fan. Liu. Wu.

Set: ^, book i^
If, chapter ?$; ||.
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The Ming (B^) (iSth century) adopted the Yiian gamut, but exduded all the notes

producing half tones, and so obtained a pentatonic scale composed as follows :

—

P
"TZ.

-S>-

2Z -©-

Ho.

-7D

H ± K X 7^

,Ss'i(. i^haiifi. Ch'ih. Kung. ' Liu. Wn.

The present dynasty—the Ch'ing (•^)—reverted to the Yiian gamut, leaving out, however,

the note jtow (&}), which was the real pien-chih of the ancient scale. Then- scale is given as

follows :

—

Actual Names of

Notes.
Ancient Names of Notes.

Ho y^ ;

Kvng (i)

Ss&
i

Shang (l)

Yi 2<
I

''''*<*"

Shang Jl Chih {i) .

aiHh fi (J]dh{2).

Kung X ^"

Fan )\^

Liu ^

Wu 3S

Names of Ltis. Western equivalent Notes.

^

Kung (2) .

Kung (3)

Shang (2)

. m

^ 'p

Huang (i) ^

rai{x) ±

Ku ifi

Chung itj"

Lin f|J

Nan ^

Ying M

Huang (2) ^ {r

2"ai(2) ^ jH

^

Mi

{)

^)

<5

<P

C.

u.

E.

F.

G.

A.

B.

C.

n.

From what precedes it may be seen that not only have the names of the notes been

(jhano-ed but also the principle of the scale is no longer the same. The two pien or half tones of

the ancient scale are no longer in use ; they have, it is true, never been well understood by the

majority of Chinese, but now, to avoid all possible confusion, they have been carefidly put aside.

The present Chinese theoretically admit seven sounds in the scale, but practically they only use

five and that as well in ritual music as in popular tunes.
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Only the modern names of notes are used.

The ancient denominations of the notes are now only met with in books. They are the

scientific tenns of the five sounds. The modern names are much easier, and besides present

the advantage that by means of a little sign affixed to the left of the note, the octave higher

is at once expressed ; thus, X is A gi-ave, and \Z becomes A acute.

Some instruments, as the ch'in, the se, and the fkn-chung, require, on account of then-

special construction, quite a different musical notation, which will be given further on.

Each of the primitive names of notes had a particular meaning. The Chinese, who

are so fond of comparing and contrastuig, could not fail to find some relation between the

five notes and

—

The five planets : Mercury, Jupiter, Saturn, Venus, Mars.

„ points : north, east, centre, west, south.

colours : black, violet, yellow, white, red.

„ elements : wood, water, earth, metal, fire.

The affinity of the five sounds with the five relations of men and things is explained as

follows by the Chinese :

—

i'. ^ iB S C'-'fAWi/ shub chiln). The note kiivg corresponds to the chief, the ruler,

the Emperor.

^ M S (dumg sku ch'en). The note slumg coiTesponds to the minister.

'^ M Si {cl>-iao sIm onin). The note chiuo is related to the people, the nation.

4=. fl^ ^ ^ (cliih shit shih). The note ehih represents the affairs of the State.

5°- 33 ® ^ f^/ti shu ivu). The note yii represents material objects.

In our Western music the position of a note on the stave determines its pitch. In

ancient Chinese music, with only five characters to represent the different sounds, it must

have been next to impossible to read a written })iece of music. By inspection of the scale

given above, it may be seen that the modern Chinese have a special sign for nearly every note

of their melodic system. Their characters not only express the sounds, but also indicate the

pitch—that is, their position in the gamut. The niusic of the Chmese, Hke theur language, is

written in vertical rows of characters from right to left. They never trespass beyond the limits

of 14 sounds; findmg within the compass of that scale an infinite variety of tunes to which

Chinese ears only can become accustomed.

OF THE STAVE.

Their hierogl)7)hic notation, permitting the recognition of the pitch as well as of the

name of a written note, has spared the Chinese the use of a stave. Besides, their habit of writing

characters in columns from top to bottom would never admit of the adoption of a stave like ours.
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Chinese musicians must often be puzzled when reading a new piece, there being no

way of distinguishing a note from its octave. This defect has been remedied to a certain

extent by affixing little signs indicating the octave higher ; but this custom is not general, and,

owing either to negligence or ignorance, many pieces are found in which there is no means

of distinguishing the notes Ji, f^, X from their respective octaves. But, as will be seen,

this is the least important imperfection of Chinese solmisation.

OF THE VALUE OF XOTES.

The Chinese have not for each sound several figures expressing its value or lengtli.

Their notes indicate simply a certain sound at a certain height, but leave the reader in the

most complete doubt as to then" value. Sometimes signs or dots are added on the right of a

note to signify that it is to be held longer than the others, but still this system is not uniform,

and is foimd only in manuscrijjts.

This is incontestably the weakest point in Cliinese musical notation. The total absence

of signs showing the value, the rests, the time, etc., makes it quite impossible to learn a tune

by merely reading the written notes. The best Chinese musician could only conjecture the

general form of a written piece shown to him for the first time ; to be able to decipher it

he must first hear it played.

The following are the principal arbitrary signs in use :

—

I °. Some notes are written larger than the rest, to emphasise them.

2°. A space is left between two notes. This may mean a rest or the end of a

verse.

3°. Small dots are written after the notes, one dot for one time. For instance,

X may be J ; then X • ^^'i^l be ^, and X • • • ^'H represent q.

OF THE RESTS.

A rest is denoted by little signs {Jov x )
jJaced in the same row as the notes, but its

duration is merely a matter of taste, and must be learnt traditionally. A space left between

two notes may indicate a pause.

OF TIME.

The only measure scientifically recognised by the Chinese theorists is that in four rim.-.

In practice, however, several measures are admitted, especially that in three time.
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Each fourth time is indicated by a small ch'cle (o) written at the right side of the note

;

the three other times are marked by dots (. . .). But time and measures are not always indicated,

and this deficiency, together with the total absence of signs marking the value of notes, compels

tlie musician to learn all the tunes by tradition. The tunes, modified by the individual taste of

I he performer, may after a lapse of time become quite different from what they were originally.

Song called ^ 1^ (The Fresh Beautiful Flower).

xS^ ŝsW'^m
^ ^ I

r- te

m^T^ ^^ ^ ^ 5

J ^^
"zsr^—2?— — T^^~T^

^p
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reion, ceremonial services to Confucius were to be performed four times a year, and the same

hymn sung every time, but in a different key :

—
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Thus, when the flute-player is warned by the heading of his music that chia-chung

is to be considered as tonic or Jcung, he knows tliat the five-note gamut of those three instru-

ments will be

—

Chia-chung, chung-lil, lin-chung, ying-chung, pei ying-chung,

Kung, shiiTig, chiao, el/Jh, yil,

and he will play accordingly.

In their music the Chinese carefully avoid the plen or half tones. Therefore the notes

ci'eating half tones are named in the heading, that they may be excluded.

OF THE DIATONIC GAMUT.

In Western music we call the diatonic gamut a scale of seven degrees (eight with the

octave), containing five full tones and two half tones. In the major scale the semitones are

found between the third and fourth degrees and between the seventh and eighth. In the

minor scale they are between the second and third and between the fifth and sixth degrees.

The Chinese gamut also contains eight degrees, but these being a series of perfect fifths

brought within the compass of an octave, without having undergone any temperament, they

form irregular intei-vals incompatible with our tempered instruments.

Experience teaches us, and it is proved mathematically, that if the following series of

perfect fifths, C, G, D, A, E, is not tempered, the E last obtained will be foimd too sharp to

form a triie major third to the note C. Indeed, the third thus obtained is so sharp as to be

absolutely offensive to the ear. If we continue the above series Ave shall find defects in all

the other intervals.

To exemphfy this assertion, let us suppose that the absolute length of a tube necessary

to sound the note C or huang-chung is Lo^jf* parts of an inch, and let us take from the

comparative table on p. 1 2 the notes necessary to form a diatonic scale ; we shall have the

following table :

—

Names of Notes.
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The D, E, A, and B of the Chinese scale are too sharp, the F is nearly F ^, and the

octave C is unbearable to foreign ears. In practice, however, the Chinese are able to flatten

or sharpen the notes according to requirements ; but the intervals, the thirds principally, are

never correct.

The third was long considered an imperfect consonance; it is only since the introduc-

tion of temperament that the third in Western music has been classified among the perfect

consonances. The Chinese, like the ancient Greeks, recognise only the fifth, the fourth, and the

octave as consonances.

If Chinese melody were accompanied by chords formed of their sharp thirds, tlie effect

would be to a foreigner an intolerable cacophony. However, the melody of the Chinese being

always unsupported, the dissonances are less apparent, and it approaches more closely to just

intonation.

OF MAJOR AND MINOR.

Is the Chinese scale major or minor ?

1°. In Western music the major mode is determined by the perfect major third on

the key-note {e.g., C to E), and the leading-note (note sensible, B). Among the

Chinese, the pentatonic, or five-notes' scale, is in general use, and this contains

neither E nor B ; there is consequently no ma.jor third and no leading-note.

2°. Our minor mode is indicated by a minor thml on the key-note (say, A to C),

and tlie leading-note (which should be G i^). The. Chinese scale offers nothing

of the kind.

3°. Even if the heptatonic, or seven-notes' gamut, is used, the sharp third on C is

more than a major third, and the third on A is an inexpressible intei"val.

Thus, being composed of irregular intervals, and having no leading-notes (without whicli

there is no possible modality), the Chinese scale may be said to be neither major nor minor,

but to participate of the two. Chinese melodies are not majestic, martial, sprightly, entrancing,

as is our music in the major mode ; and they lack the softness, the tenderness, the plaintive

sadness of oui* minor airs.

The European writers on music who positively declare that Chinese music is major, have

been misled by the rendering of Chinese tunes in Western notation. Indeed, Chinese music

expressed in our notes and played on our instruments is not at all shocking ; it may even be

accompanied and sustained by chords and harmony. In this case there is no difficulty m
declaring the music produced to be major or minor ; but Chinese tunes so disguised no longer

belong to genuine Chinese music, and cannot possibly afford conclusive j^i'oofs of anything

concerning it.
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OF THE CHROMATIC SCALE.

23

The Chinese have a scale composed of 12 semitones (tliat of the 12 las), which may be

called the chromatic scale. This scale is used to transpose tlair diatonic gamut in any of the

12 keys, but never to play chromatic runs on the instruments, nor to write music proceeding

v\'ith half tones.

Each degree is named from the lil producing its sound, but in its name only the first

syllable is used. For instance, C (the first degree) is called huang, for huang-chung, and so on.

The 12 lilft, originally producers of those sounds, are nowadays unknown. Nevertheless,

certain instruments created on the principle of the li'vi, as the pien-ch'ing, the pien-cJmng, etc.,

are still in use, and are the guardians of the 1 2 semitones.

The transposition of the diatonic scale from one tone to another is very curious, and

is worthy of the Chinese.

The scientific Chinese have a circular diagram {see page 9) on \shich the names of the

lus are written in order, with the names of the hours, moons, etc., to which they correspond.

Supposing it is required to form a gamut of which jul-prn shall be the base: knowing the

name of the tonic or key-note (|^ % which corresponds to the 5th moon), the Chinese

musician will pass from it to the note six moons forward (thus, ^ (huang), corresponding

to the nth moon); from this he will retrograde to the note four moons back {% (i),

con-esponding to the 7th moon) ; then he will go to the sound six moons forward (i; (t'ai).

corresponding to the ist moon); then four moons back again (^ (ivu), gth moon). He

will thus create a scale of five sounds, ^, ^, ^, % ±, to which he will give the names kitng,

!<hang, chiao, etc.

If we put this pentatonic gamut in apposition to the corresponding Western notes, we

shall have

—

-#^ -fZZ
-m

m ^, M -^

or © ^ n m m

and it will be readily perceived that the C and D are nearly half a tone too flat
;
but to the

Chinese tbis is no objection, their aim being to prove the irrefutable connexion of, their

music with astronomy and Nature.

Besides, when playing or singing the Chinese succeed perfectly in flattening or sharpening

certain notes. The players on the ch'in are especially fond of producing such effects.

In ordinary i)opular music the existence of something resembling a chromatic scale is not

even suspected.
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OTHER SIGNS OF NOTATION.

Most of the instruments required in ritual music have a particular kind of musical

notation adapted to the exigencies of their conformation. For instance, a piece written for the

ch'in presents a complicated combination of strokes difficult to leani and to decipher. Stdl it

is an ingenious and abbreviated kind of notation.

Neither time nor movement are ever mentioned at the beginning of a piece
;
and

crescendos, decrescendos, legatos, etc., are utterly unknown to the Chinese.

OF SINGING.

It is difficult to give a correct idea of Chinese vocal music. Few foreigners are able to

imitate Chinese vocalisation. The sounds seem to proceed from the nose ; the tongue, the teeth,

and the lips have very little to do, except for the enunciation of some labial words. Besides,

men and women generally smg in the kind of voice known as voix de tete. Chinese singing is

always in unison, and usually serves as an accompaniment to the guitar.

In ritual ceremonies the singing is of a tender and plaintive character, in a Idud of minor

key. It is also in unison, and therefore bears a striking resemblance to the first Christian

ratitus planus. It is generally accompanied by a kind of minuet dancing, in whicli the

different attitudes and evolutions of the performers must express to the eye what the voices

and instruments convey at the same time to the ear.

A remarkable peculiarity in the Buddhistic sei-vice is that although all the chanters utter

tlie same words and follow the same rhythm, still each sings in the key most convenient to his

own voice.

In theatres the singing is mostly a kind of " recitative " couched in pompous and meta-

phorical language.

OF HARMONY AND CHORDS.

Tlie Chinese have nothing like our harmony, taken in the sense of chords, coimterpoint,

etc. The only collection of different but simultaneous sounds recognised by them is that

produced by playing two strings fat a distance of a fourth, a fifth, or an octave) together <in the

i-h'in, the se, or the guitar.
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RITUAL MUSIC.

Under the name of llitual Music must be comprehended all music performed at Court

ur at the religious ceremonies of the ^ |Jc (jvu-chlao), or "Sect of the learned," of which

the Emiteror is the chief. These ceremonies take place at iixed epochs ; for mstance, the

winter solstice is the fixed date for the worship of Heaven, the summer solstice for that of

Earth. During the spring and autumn lucky days are chosen for the worship of Confucius

and the spirits of departed sages ; at other times services are performed at the temples of

aoriculturo, of ancestors, of the sun, of the moon, etc. Most of these ceremonies take place

durin"- tlie early hours of the morning, and are always terminated at sunrise. The Emperor

is supposed to attend himself, but if for certain reasons he is unable to do so, he deputes one

of the Princes or a high dignitary to conduct the ceremonies in the name of the sovereign.

Everything connected with them is minutely regulated : the number of musicians, of dancers,

of instruments, vases, and utensils of all kinds, of movements, genuflexions, and even words,

is rio-orously fixed. As all the ceremonies are pretty much alike, I will illustrate only those

p erformed at the temple of the great sage Confucius.

Confucius (in Chinese, K'ung-fa-tzii), the great sage of China, was a native of the

state of Lu (B.C. 550), the present province of Shantung, where his tomb can be seen at

a place called Ch'u-fou. His life and writings have been made generally known by numerous

translations into various foreign tongues,^ and therefore I need not explain how and why he

became an object of profound veneration for succeeding generations

CoNi'UCius is now worshipped all over China by those who belong to the lettered class.

In every prefecture and sub-prefecture there is a temple devoted to him, where ceremonies

are performed with great pomp twice a year. The Confucian temple at Peking is a spacious

and magnificent building, covered with a double roof of yellow glazed tiles, which is sustained

by massive wooden pillars. Access to the temple is gained by passing through three great gates

and traversing as many wide courts, where weeds are growing luxuriantly. Before the temple

there is a broad, elevated, marble terrace reached by a flight of steps, and guarded by handsome

balustrades of elaborately carved marble. The temple has three great doors, which are wide

open at the time of wor.shipping. Within, on the north side of the great hall and facing south

stands the shrine with the tablet bearing the words : The Most Holy Ancient Sage Confucius.^

In two other shrines, facing, one west and the other east, are to be seen the tablets of the

four principal disciples of the sage, Mencius, Tzu-ssu-tzu, Tseng-tzu, and Yen-tzu.^ In two

other large buildings lying east and west of the temple are placed, in the order of merit, the

tablets of ancient worthies.

Before Confucius' shrine in the temple there are several tables bearing offerings of

meats of different kinds, grains of all sorts, fruits, wine, incense, silk, satin, etc.

1 See Legge's " Cla.ssics," amont; others.

'ffi ig ^ T'. ii ^ ^ .s- ^. ^ ig ^ T. fi m m ^
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The way from the first gate to the centre of the temple is left open for the passage of

the Emperor or his deputy, with his suite of princes, dignitaries, and attendants. At the second

gate the Emperor leaves his sedan and walks to the temple at a slow, stately pace ; a band of

1 4 musicians and 1 1 ensign and umbrella bearers precedes him, while an appropriate piece of

music called ^ i^l (Tao-yin), the Guiding March, is played.

I give here this march, which is played by two slmig, two ti-tzU, two hsino. two yuii-lo.

two tou-kuiin, two drums, and two ]iairs of castanets.

R 0:
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When the Emperor^ has arrived before the shrine, the gi-and master of ceremonies gives the

signal to commence by beating tlie httle drum he holds in his hand. At this signal the flags (hui)

are raised, the chu (leader) beats his instrument three times, and the whole band begins to play.

The following hymn is the only one sung in honour of Confucius, according to a decree

issued in the eighth year of Ch'ien Lung (A.D. 1743). The same words and the same music are

always used, the only difference being the change of lib or key-note. The hymn is always sung in

the lu corresponding to the moon dming which the ceremony takes place ; for instance, durmg

the second moon chia-ehung is assumed as lu, and durmg the eighth moon the key-note is

nan-lil. The hymn is divided into six stanzas :

—

1°. jfg jp^, ying shen, receiving the approaching Spirit.

2°. fj 1^, ch'u hsien, first presentation of offerings.

3°. 55 lU ya hsien, second presentation.

4- ii? Wi c/m-nj; hsien, third and last presentation.

5". ;{^ f^ ch'e chv/in, removal of the viands.

6\ 5g 1$ simg shen, escortmg the Spirit back.^

A remarkable peculiarity of Chinese worship is the firm belief that the spirits in whose

honour a ceremony is performed descend from heaven to receive the offerings prepared tor

them. Therefore here the first stanza is devoted to inviting and meeting the Spirit :—

z.m xM ^M x% x-k# ^

Veiy slov).

xm
R^
m ^ ^

Bit

E3 %
R^

Rn

431

^ ^ ifii

E3^ )|i

1
zz.

2Z -&-

22:

Ta tsai K^unf] tziJ. Hsien chiich

i 22:
IS2:

hsien

Z22Z

rhih.

-Z2Z

1is: -&-

Y,i VlUL fs /in. Wa shih eh ih shih.^ s: I
Ifxiinir/ rhrnr/ h„ Yibi III i-h in^ -e>- ^^

jl zz -&-
1Z.

r> :

jih y/'ic/i ihi ehieh. Cli'ien k'un eh'ing

' I continue to say the Emperor beciiuse if he does not otficiate himself the cere)uony is always carried on as if

he were present.

' For translation of this Hymn see p. 34.
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Durino- the second strophe the Emperor Imeels twice and Imocks his forehead three

times on the groimd; he then presents the fruits of the earth and the wine. The chanters

xM

^

B #

R±
m T

x^
21*

^
B -{fc

B BJt

B^ R^
^ ^

xT-
^

X^ B ^
%i

Verff sloie.

.£2. _£2_

IM :sur=2z

huai mmg tc. Y'a ch in shing.

i
^J' l\

zz.

Shmg mintj yu. Chan yeh

-&-

ta

_C2_

CA'CHO

zz

Tsu tou chHen ku. Ch'un ch'iu shang ting.

i zz:2z: 221
is:

I
Q 221

Ch'ing chill chi tsa^. CVi hsiang shili sMiig.

During the third strophe the Emperor kneels twice and knocks his forehead three times

against the ground ; he then offers the sacrificial animals, which have previously been stripped

of their skins, cleansed, and placed on the tables. The singers chant :—

xm
^m R
bM X

z.

B

ia
-^>-

22:

Skill

Z,M K# R^ X^
R^ Z.W) Z.'M. ^/l

^^ bM
Xit Bi\

2Z

ch^ien. Shing

ZZ

fang

.Q_

tMl

zsz

hsien.

1
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t.'an yo skn. Hisianr/ himi crh

r:>
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During tlie fifth strophe the Emperor remams standing before the tablets, while assistants

remove the viands from the halL The singers say :

—

z.^ 6# 2:# ^'H ^Pi ^0 ^i^ i:5fe

0il Rp)r 0i^ ^^ Eit^ 11'^ ^M»J -^gffi He

^W -^i ^# ^^^ ^^ ^# ^^^ "^^

i|^ 1l4 il®

m S2-
2Z

2.m II

"7?

—

K-g* ^IS ^.W
1Z.

Hsien shih yu

i ZZ

CVii tse shou /"•

le -©- 1
Ss&

i
"??•

hai

-C2.

huawi hung. Ch'ou kan jm

^J
'I

<'^~

zz i
Li ch'eng kao ch'L Wu slm tu.

1=^ mTT zz2Z

io w tza shhvj. Chung yuan yu sUh.

During the sixth and last strophe the spirits are supposed to take theu- departure. The
singers say :

—

-g-W \t-VL niE z.^ ^^ R^ Ki^ x%
Km n% Lft iii^ ^m ^

Z.U ^n ^n nm p
0^ Rlh 0# Z^il^I j^ R 1^ 0^ II ^

-^^

I ^^

ii
zz is:zz

i
Pu

fo

Clm

"ZZ. zz _22_

yaii'j yang.

szizs: hS>-

Cliing

I
is:

hsing

_£2_

hsing ch ill. Lio chiang.

.CL
"ZZZZL ^21

Lii chao shih. Ss& shih khmg mmg.
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-^-
_£2_

I
22: ZZ

IZ.Wi
Haa rhcny Yn chiao h.iicmg.

During tlib second, third, and fourth strophes the dancers perform their evokitions.

During the first and last two strophes they remain stationary in a respectful position. By

the word dancing is not meant anything like the foolish jumping or endless turning to be met

with in our ball-rooms ; the dancers are grave performers who by their attitudes and evolutions

convey to the eye the feelings of veneration and respect which are expressed by the words.

Evolutions made by Dancers during the Hymn.

FOURTH.
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TENTH.
ELEVENTH.
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In ancient times also dancing held a conspicuous place in worsliip, having been first

introduced into the ceremonies by the Emperor Shun (B.C. 2255). It was not till the third

year of Yung-mixg m the Ch'i dynasty (^ ^^ B^) (A.D. 485) that an imperial decree ordered

that dancing should form part of the Confucian ceremonies ^ There were at first only civil

dancers (-^ ^), but the Emperor Chen Kuan (^ ||) of the T'ang (^) dynasty (A.D. 650)

introduced also military dancers (f£ f|). The civil d.-.ncers, dressed in their court uniform,

liad in one hand a long feather and in the other a small stick ; the miUtary officials who took

part in the dance were di-essed in full military uniform, and had in one hand an axe and in the

other a shield. Under the present dynasty the miUtary dancers have been excluded, and the

number of civil dancers has been fixed at 36, with two chiefs. The long feather called ^ (ti),

which was anciently composed of three feathers bound together in the form of a trident, has

also been reduced to a single peacock's feather. The little stick, called ^ (yueh), which the

dancers hold in the left hand, was anciently a flute with three holes, on which they played at

intervals ; now it is a simple stick.

The hymn is sung by two groups of three singers standing east and west of the temple

and facing each other. The pitch of the key-note is given them at each strophe by the bell

instrument. They are accompanied by the other instruments in the following way :

—

The t'e-chung, or large bell, sounds the first note of each verse.

The fien-cliung, or bell-chime, gives one sound at each word, and, in fact, guides the

voices. After the bell-chime the lutes give their note, which is followed by all the other

instruments except the pien-ch'ing, or stone-chime, which is struck after all the other instru-

ments, in order " to receive the soimd and transmit it " to the second note, which is treated

in the same way.

At the end of a verse a drum is beaten three times and answered by another drum, after

which the bell-chime gives the key-note and the next verse is begun.

When the hymn is finished the head of the yil, or " tiger-box," is beaten once, and a

stick is passed rapidly along the projections of its back.

The Emperor then retires, preceded again by the band playing the " Guiding March,"

and at the second gate he enters his chair.

From what precedes it is easy to realise that a ceremony performed during the quiet

liours of night, and with all the requirements of the rites, is really worth seeing ; and the

profane who can contrive to be admitted to a quiet corner cannot fail to be deeply and solemnly

impressed.

- Smp ^ ^, book tl If.
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Translation of the Sacrificial Hymn to Confucius.

I.

—

Keceiving the approaching Spirit.

Great is Confucius !

He perceives things and Icnows them before the time

;

He is in the same order with Heaven and Earth
;

The teacher of ten thousand ages.

There were hicky purtons, and on the unicorn's horn a tuft of silk.

The rliymes of the song correspond to the sounds of metal and silk.

The sun and moon were unveiled to us

;

Heaven and Earth were made to look fresh and joyful.

2.

—

First Presentation of Offerings.

I think of thy bright virtue.

The jade music ends. The music of metal is first heard.

Of living men there never was one like him
;

Truly his teaching is in all respects complete.

The vessels are here with the offerings, the same as during thousands of yeare.

At the spring and autumn equinoxes, on the first of the days whose character is "J* (ting).

Clear wine is offered.

The sweet smell of the sacrifice now first rises.

3.

—

Second Presentation.

The regular sacrifices should be oflered without deficiency.

The chief sacrificer advances in the hall and presents the second ofi'ering :

The harmonious sounds are heard of drum and bell

;

With sincerity the wine cups are offered.

Reverently and harmoniously

Approach the sacrificers, men of honourable fame.

The ceremonies are purifying, the music cleanses the heart

;

They work on each other and reach the point of perfect goodness.

4.—TniHD and last Presentation.

From antiquity through all the ages

Primitive men have done tliis.

They wore skin hats ; they offered of the fruit of the gi'ound.

How orderly was the music !

Only Heaven guides the people

;

Only the Sage conforms his instructions to the day and hour.

The moral duties are arranged in their proper order.

Till now the wooden clapper sounds.
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5.—Removal of the Viands.

The ancestral teacher said in his instructions :

"Those who sacrifice obtain hapjainess."

Throughout the four seas, in students' halls,

Who would dare not to be reverential ?

Tlie ceremony concluded, the removal of the offerings is announced.
Let none be neglectful or show want of respect

;

Let their joy be in him who is the source of their culture

;

Let them remember the poem of the beans in the fields, and imitate him.'

6.

—

Escorting the Spirit back.

The Fu and Yi mouutaius are very high
;

The Chu and the Ssii spread their waters far,

So thy beautifid acts extend their influence above and around.
Causing benefits without end.

Now has been seen the glory of the sacrifice
;

The sacrifice has been made to appear great and beautiful.
He renovates the thousands of our people

;

He fosters our schools and halls for instruction.
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POPULAR MUSIC.
Under this designation must be understood all theatrical, ballad, processional, and

ordinary street-song music.

To perform this music none but common instruments are used : tlie moon-shaped guitar,

three-stringed gaiitar, two-stringed violin, clarionet, drums, castanets, etc. In the principal cities

there are concert-halls, to which Chinese are admitted for a few cash to hear a song or a ballad.

The orchestra ordinarily consists of two balloon-shaped guitars (played by girls who sing at

the same time), one three-stringed guitar, one or two violins, one small drum to beat time, one

flute, and one yang-ch'm. All these instruments play, or at least try to play, in unison ; still

it seems to a foreigner not acquainted with their music that each performer has a part of his

own, and that each aims to distinguish himself above his colleagues by making as much noise

as he can. The impression produced on foreign ears is anything but favourable. Still, if patient

attention be paid, it is soon discovered that the performers play in time and well together.

A Cantonese Okchestea.

Professional musicians, like actors, generally belong to the poorest classes of society.

In Peking they are for the most part bhnd men ; in Canton nearly all the musician-girls are

blind, except courtesans living in " flower boats." It need scarcely be said, therefore, that the

majority of the Chinese professional musicians are totally ignorant of the principles and theory

of music. The only notation they make use of is the one laiown as the X R (kuncj-ckik), or

"common notation." Music is little practised as a recreative amusement among the Chinese
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lower classes, but this may be attributed to the fact that they are always so busy, so hard-

working, so gain-seeking, that they find no idle time to devote to pleasure ;
stiU it not

unfrequently happens that when passing along the streets towards evening one hears the strains

of a fiddle coming from one shop or another, and should curiosity then lead one to enter, he

might find the shopkeeper or his assistant busily engaged in quite a different pastime from that of

selhng candles or sugar loaves. That music is much liked in China is proved by the numerous

bands of musicians which parade the streets; by the least important festival being never

celebrated without music of some kind; by the constant singing in the streets of children,

domestics, hawkers, and passers-by. What does it matter that we foreigners find the popular

music detestable if the Chinese themselves are contented with it ? Is not contentment the

first step towards health ? And is not health the condition sine qua, non of happmess ?

Well-organised theatrical performances only came into use during the T'ang (JH) dynasty.

The dances which had prevailed up to that time had become so Hcentious that the Emperor

Yuan Tsung (% ^) (A.D. 720) thought it necessary to prohibit them ; and in their place proper

theatrical representations were instituted.

Theatrical pieces are divided into acts or ^ (che), and are often preceded by a prologue

01' \M •? (sie-tze), in which the various personages come on the stage to explain their names,

qualities, and the part they are to play.

Singing is the })rivilege of the principal actor in the piece. He represents generally

a person of gi-eat virtue and moral qualities, and his singing consists in pompous eulogies

of what is good and commendable. The singing is not unfi-equently in the " recitative " style,

and the way the orchestra accompanies, in broken, sudden chords or in long notes, bears a

striking resemblance to our European recitative.

Mr. G. C. Stent, of the Chinese Maritime Customs, wrote some j^ears ago a very well-

thought and well-rendered article on "Chinese Lyrics." ^ The comparisons between Chinese

and foreign songs are admirably drawn, and are full of wit and humour. I propose to introduce

here some of Mr. Stent's paragraphs including some of the songs translated by him. I have,

however, taken the liberty to replace the music which he has given by the 7'eal and correct

tunes, which I have myself carefully noted down fi'om hearing them played.

Mr. Stent says :—

" We are all aware that the Chinese are, as it were, au isolated race, aud will not allow the privacy

of their homes to be ruthlessly invaded by their own fellow-countrymen and friends, much less by foreigners.

How, then, can we obtain a knowledge of their everyday domestic life ; how know anything of the

thoughts, sentiments, feelings, affections, actions, and the thousand little nameless nothings that help

to make a Chinese home ? As we are now situated, the knowledge of Chinese domestic

or home life is only to be obtained from three sources—novels, theatricals, and songs. ... In them

foreigners can see Chinese as they really are ; see the interior of their homes, have their daily life vividly

depicted, even to the minutest detail ; hear their endearing expressions Much may be learnt

from theatricals. I do not mean what I should call their spectacular pieces, made up of gorgeous dresses,

and fighting, but modern farces or comedies ; in them you see a good deal of Chinese life and

manners, and pick up many a quaint expression or curious custom. A great play upon words is also

often exhibited in them ; absnrd mistakes ocouiring thi'ough the similarity in the sounds of characters

;

so that for punning purposes I think the Chinese language is unequalled The song8

' See "Journal of the Noi-th-Chin:i Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society for 1871-72," page 93.
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I shall introduce .... I have obtained, some for the sake of the music, which I have fancied pretty

;

others, for the (what I have thought) beauty of the language ; others, again, for their absurdity. Here I

may remark that foreigners in this case are very like Chinese. How many songs are published nowadays

that are dowm-ight trash—utterly worthless but for the fact that some of them have pretty tunes. How
many persons play the airs of or sing popular songs when they know the language of them is simply

idiotic. Who cares to know that

' Captain .Jinks of the Horse Marines

Fed his horse on corn and beans,'

or that some individual, name unkno\ra, 'feels like a morning star,' which he takes care to repeat

an alai'ming number of times, the only drawback to his otherwise blissful state of existence being the

pertinacious attacks of a fly, which he endeavours to dispose of summarily by using terms at once

entreating, reproachful, and stern? I quote his own eloquent words, 'Shoo! fly, don't bother me!' Yet

this kind of song is patronised extensively ; but I trust in the majority of cases only for the music, which

is really cheerful and pleasant, for it would be showing a poor taste for poetry to say one admired the

langTiage. So that however simple or absurd any song I introduce may appear, I claim that it possesses

equal, if not superior, advantages to some of our own popular songs ; for there is something not generally

known to foreigners to be learnt from every Chinese song, and the music of some is positively pretty,

and would compare favom'ably with some of our own ballad music Songs or ballads

in Chinese are very similarly arranged to our own, and the mere rhymist would tind it an easy matter

to string a number of rhymes together, on account of the construction of the language and the immense

number of characters having similar sounds ; whether they could write poetry or not is another matter.

. . . I shall at once proceed . . . with the translation of a song called ' Wang ta-niang,' or, as

we shoidd say, 'Dame Wang.' I have perhaps been free in the translation, and have utterly repudiated

the possibility of my being able to put it into English verse

Wang Ta-niang or Madame Wang.

^5 £i :5=^^ <| Li ^
| |

g

Sha ch'uang sha ch^uang wai ya

!

3 4 4 i
Ki - pi - chr hsiancj ting

31^T—

^

•i 1

tang Cliieh - ihr wen sheng shai yai A'li -'pi - t'/i)-

$s -^ ^ ^
a gi

Wang ta - niang Wang to - niang chin mm iso tsai

^fe| 3 M= i:
i i

La . ling shang. Chin men tso t«(i lo kao

P s
Ung

4 »

shang. I ho ho hai
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' The transhitiou runs thus :

—

First Verse.

From the outside of the gauze windows

Came the sound of a neighbour's tapping.

The girl within exclaimed, 'Who is it^'

"Tis your neighbour, Wang ta-niang.'

Dame Wang entered the door, and sat down

on a high stool.

Heigh-ho ! heigh-ho !

' You treat me lightly by not coming oftener

to my poor place.'

Drew the flower-embroidered cm-tains,

Inhaled the fragrance of the cosmetics,

P^" IS i|^ ifl is if^
Turned down the red damask counterpane,

JlS ^ — PIE Bi. Bi Looked at the girl,

-f^ A fSi -fB /f» 6^ ^ 4& iA
— •^"'^ perceived that she had fallen away to a

m $h E iP % iP Pi
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Fifth Verse.

P^ iSi Ira 'F ^ ^ ''h
GmL(sings): 'I'll not send for him either, for I do not want

^^- T^^miSL him.

53* ^ IS^ fU f[il tra ^^ ^ invite a Buddhist priest, he will only be

•^ -^ ^ -^ -^ jingling and banging

;

"j*
'I'Q :^ ^ ^ pj" ^ J£ p^ ^ ^ And I am afraid of jingling and banging,

p^ ^ — ^ — Heigh-ho ! heigh-ho f

II 35 Pi Pj fjg If ^, Jfl ^ D. W. floq.): ' Shall I call in a Lama priest for you V

Sixth Verse.

P;3' ivL pb ^ ^ M. 'M GiRLfsingsJ: ' I'll not call him either, for I do not want him.

-ffe^:^^^^ If I send for a Lama, he will only be singingV^mmmmm and chanting-
^ =»

1*1 n$ 5Z Pi Pi
Chanting,

T 1'& H 3^ 1; pT I'D n^ m M Pit ^ ""^ ''^''''^ °^ ''''^'''^ '""^ chanting.

P^ ^ _ ^ — Heigh-ho ! heigh-ho !'

H ^ ^ ik f@ II ft*>
|fi & !>• W. flog.): ' Shall I call in an exorcist for you?'

Seventh Verse.

13" nil Ira' -4* 3< $X Pa GiRLf'siKf/sJ; 'I will not send for her either, nor do I want

m g ^ 4 ^ ^ her.

^ 35 M IX 1@ Ih For if I called in an exorcist, she would repeat

'M Pf X i^ M spells and incantations

;

T tfi W & ^ RT I'D Pi M '^ 'M -A-nd I am afraid of spells and incantations.

Dt -^ — '^ — Heigh-ho ! heigh-ho !'

f® j1 [!)*> M ^ f@ P ^ 7 f@ 51 & D. W. (loq.J: ' You don't want this, and you don't want that

;

Pit 65 ^# S i^ :§ i!^ how did you get this sickness of yours?'

Eighth Verse.

PJ- ^1 J^ H .^ H Pi GiRLfsinffsJ: ' The third month, ah ! in the third month,
'

^M fn '^ M ^ At the ' pure and bright ' period,

53" Ij3 5iL •i^ ^S life When the peach blossoms were opening.

^ W ^ ^ ^ And the willows were bursting forth into green,

"T^SjSPTffe'T'&'l'Pl?:?. I ^ ^^^ ^ young gentleman who was taking a

d -a" — 'a'
— ^P""^' ^*™"'

Heigh-ho ! heigh-ho !'

P)fc T tnJ fi5r> ^ S il ^ ^ jS & T>- W. (toq.J: 'Spring stroll or not, what had that to do with

you?'

Ninth Verse.

^ ^ ^ X "fife Pa GiRhfsingsJ: ' He loves me, for I am a fair and beautiful girl

;

''^ fi xEl Ivr tI And 7 love him, too, for he is young and a

@ Ife ^ X ^ ^I student,

S. t ~^ 'j^ ^ And I have spoken a few words of love to him.

Tpf65'If#E'p]MTa8;ft!l^fS Heigh-ho ! heigh-ho !'

^MW iff- tfi ^ If ^ 7 'If i^ & B.W.floq.): 'Love or not love, are you not afi-aid of your

^ 'M parents knowing it?'
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Tenth Verse.

PJ" ^ S 6^ & P^ GiRh(sincisJ: 'My father is seveuty-eight years of age,

A % ^ + 'U And my mother is deaf, besides her eyes are

m m i% 6^ U dim
;

ire X IK tt 5 I am not in the least afraid of them.

J tfi ^ ^ RT ?-i4 A n 15 ff3 llil Heigh-ho ! heigh-ho !'

JS jE ^0 4* "^ f'J'' tfi ^ & D.W.floq.J: 'Are you not afraid yovu- elder brother and

his wife will know it 1
'

Eleventh Verse.

PJ- W IF flsl ^ Pa GiRh(singsJ: 'My elder brother is seldom at home,
-. » , _^ . *t^^

|
»i^^ "^ *^

^ S 4'' ft ft And his wife is constantly at her mother's

m 4t m fr5 n house
;

^ ^ f± ft' ft So I am not at all afraid of those two either.

7 16 T^ ^ W ^ A - SK ff9 m Heigh-ho ! heigh-ho !

'

^ jE ^D ^ ffl. fij*^ tfi ^ ^ ^'^^^ r^"?-^' '''^''' yo'^ "^o* afraid of your sisters knowing it?'

Twelfth Verse.

^3" ffl M 65 ^ PM Gmh(singsJ: 'Between my elder sister and myself there is

^ A ^ XX fH no great difference,

K i^ i^ ^^ iSL -A-iid my younger sister is too young to know

^i ^D ^ ^" ^ anything.

IS 6^ tt ~ !: ^ 60 it 5R ff3 PI ^^^ you and I express the same opinions.

J Heigh-ho ! heigh-ho !

'

PI 'g- - -S-
~

PE ^ ® ;^> fl!R H ^ D.W.f'^or/J; 'And what is it you wish?'

Thirteenth Verse.

PP?I ^ :^ I ^ # Pi GmhfsinffsJ: 'Oh ! my dear Mrs. Wang, I look upon you

ill iz ^ M i^"- pM- ^^ ^J adopted mother ' (Juistily falls on

Pf gl T It 5£ 111 /*« ''^»'''^«>

J_^ Sg ^ jg. ^ ' *^" ^y knees I entreat you to be so in reality,

'P'~r^.^??^S2.^^SB'f4^iS ^"'^ arrange this affair successfully for me.

~f Heigh-ho ! heigh-ho !

'

PI -a* - -S-
-

PIS ~r /P ^ ^ & D.W. flog. J: 'And if it cannot be completed successfully?'

7P&5ES:^fir'r7 5B:^^PM Gm.h(sings): 'If it cannot be completed, then I shall die of

bitterness.

Heigh-ho ! heigh-ho
!

'

m.^-^-

"I fancy," says Mr. Stent, "some of my hearers saying 'What rubbish !' Yes, it is rubbish. And
yet there is a great deal to be learnt from this song, puerile as it appears in English,—more so than could

be learnt from the two 'popular songs' I just now quoted; for in this we discover that there is amongst
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the Chinese, as with vis, sickly sentimentality—love-sickuess, in fact,—and we learn, moreover, the supersti-

tions remedies suggested. First, the doctor (I do not include him of course under the head of ' superstitious

remedies') ; the young lady knows well that all the doctors in the world, with their pulse-feeling; priests,

with their banging of cymbals, etc. ; Lamas, with their chantings ; and exorcists, with their incantations,

are useless. She is afraid of all these characters, but, from various causes, she is not in the slightest

degi-ee afraid of her owti family. Another thing we learn, that there is such a thing as ' sweethearting

'

or love-making amongst them ; it may be indulged in by stealth—a great deal is done in that way in our

own countries ; but it remains a fact, in spite of father, mother, or friends, she meets this young gentleman,

and actually tells him she loves him, and to all appearance, too, without his even asking her, though

for the credit of the fair sex I trust he may have done so, although she omitted mentioning it. At

another place she says, ' He loves me because I am beautiful ; and / love Mm; not because he is handsome,

but because 'he is young and a student ;' this shows that although young ladies may not study themselves,

they like those who do. So here we have mutual love among this ceremonious people :
' He loves me and

I love him ;' and to wind up all, if the girl does not succeed in manning this young gallant, we have the

promise of her dying of bitterness—in other words, dying broken-hearted

"The next song I shall introduce is called, as I shall translate it,

—

The Haunt.s of Pleasube, or "Yen-hua-liu hstang."

ha! ha! ha! ha! ha! Ai ya i ho hai

^M ^^=3^ ^
j-^rjiiU

Ch'i lo. Ian - chao - j/ai. Ha! ha! ha! ha! ha! ha! ha! ha!
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There are in all 13 verses in this song, but I give here only the Chinese text of the

first verse :

—

1 flP Pf 72 tS

PJ iX ^ A
mtmm

pf ^ a ft a/L ^
35 A flU fa if

u n u
Pf Bt p? - PI Pi

m fM. fM

This song is also known under the name + J. ^ ^ (Shih-wu t'o hua). " The Fifteen.

Bunches of Flowers."

Mr. Stent continues :

—

" One would uot imagine by the tune that the words of this song related to a very painful subject.

There is a pathos and plaintiveness in the language which are very affecting, and most of the ideas

are conveyed figuratively. I will not attempt to translate it, for indeed I feel I could not do justice

to it, so I will simply give a general outline of it A girl bemoans her hard fate, and

bitterly reproaches her parents for their hard-heartedness and covetousness in selling her, when quite a child,

to a life of infamy. She, in pathetic language, describes her progress step by step in guilt, and the many

incidents connected with such a life ; flattered and cai'essed if successful, beaten severely with a whip if the

reverse, till, as she touchingly expresses it, 'the tears trickled down my poor little face;' on to old age,

with youth and beauty gone, everyone looking on her with contempt, no friends or relations to notice her,

no son to buiii incense for her when she is dead; what has she to hope for? Winding up with a prayer

to heaven to protect her and send someone to take her from that hon'ible life, enable her to be virtuous,

so that she may get on the road to heaven. There is something peculiarly pathetic in this song, and

much also to reflect on, for we learn from it that girls are remorselessly sold by their parents to a life of

infamy
;

probably two-thirds of the unfortunate beings we see being sold in a similar way, very few

indeed taking to it by choice. What struck me most .... was the earnest prayer at the end

of the song. No talk of ' chin-chin-ing Joss,' but a direct prayer to heaven. There is something inexpres-

sibly touching also in another pai-t ; she almost reproaches heaven for giving her the 'peach-blossom destiny'

when she exclaims, ' Heaven's heart must liavc felt resentment against me, or why allow the two characters

" peach blossom " to alight on me ? Why not cause them to fall on some other person ? Surely, in my
former life I could not have cultivated virtue?' To understand this my hearers must bear in mind that

in Chinese fortune-telling certain characters are lucky or unlucky, as the case may be ; and the two

characters ^ 1^, ' peach blossom, ' are considered particularly unlucky, for if they fall on a male child

it is believed he will grow up a profligate, if a female, that she will become fallen ; so that parents

consider it ominous of the futm-e fate of their children, should they be so unfortunate as to have a

'peach-blossom destiny.'

ilr. Stext gives several otlier songs and ballads, but not having been able to verify

the music, I refrain from inserting them here.

6
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The following air is exceedingly popular in North China ;
it is entitled i% $i ^ BjJ ^

(Ma-ma hao ming-'pai), " Oh, mamma ! you understand me well."

m- T^~ J.JjJ.' J
_£ J J I /n^ I

r}j}
I

5
The foUowing baUad is called -^ "Z M M ai^^ contains no less than 48 couplets

However, the first couplet only is given here :—

Mo derato. Orchestra.

^ ^ ^ "^^^
Vl*^^

I^

Voice.

,

f'0"^
l viV^h-i'i'"ilTi^'MI I ijM I

Cheng yA eh sluh hsiii

JE n ^ M
m - en

Orchestra.

,
|'r vn|i\ vn rJ 'i -» s

C/ifoij i/(( - eh shih

IE M ^
hsin

m
n% - oil

Voice.

J-'Viol 1I1II1 '111 ui' I' ' '

^
Chang /«
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i j3^rM.,-,ii^^ ^ ^
eh'u cheng ch'd sao hum

^^
Orchestra.

^
Voice.

ifMa - ting erh

1^ m ^
wu hsiii

M i&

Hen

m
Shou shih Z;m?13 /to

Orchestra.

*^ j^j H

•p^ A II^ 1 Ij 1 H=^
chien

^'"^I]^ Ij^'Tll pll^lttJ IS

^5^

m ^ HI 1 1
113 tSh?^ ^^rfe

In conclusion, I give the two tunes played ordinarily at funeral and nuptial processions.

Both are exceedingly original and really worthy of a better interpretation than that afforded

by the shrieking clarionet.
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Funeral March.

Very slinr.

q I
f ^ r?i I ii SE 3*

iSE5 ZSL

m ^• d. 1 ^—

»

•I—J^-»

/>.

dt 5^ S
1 V I 1
rail. II k'Dipo.

j:
-'

I
^ 1

1 n n 1 ^
1 s :^ 3 :^S5W

Wedding March.
Moderato.

^l I ^
I
VM

i vj ^
I

M 1 a
ik gi 1

^ I \^

fTni-vi\j i .|^;iii]iJ|-ujvi i

t ^^ g^
^ 1"4^

I 13 -ilj

/^^
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DESCRIPTION OF INSTRUIVIENTS.

Chinese musical instruments might be divided into two distinct categories—first, tliose

of a somewhat comphcated workmanship, used in tlie ritual ceremonies, and which are held

sacred; and second, those of a common, primary form, used in popular music. But in order

to keep in accord with the poetical spnit of the Chinese, I will follow the classification adopted

by them.

It has been said above that according to Chinese ideas music is nothing but the

expression of the perfect harmony existing between heaven, earth, and man. The numerous

comparisons derived from this principle have also been mentioned. If the Chinese imagined

the existence of certain resemblances or ailinities between music and creation ; if they found

the idea of their system in natural phenomena ; if they discovered in the 1 2 moons and the 5

planets the basis of their 1 2 Ids and 5 notes ; finally, if the f1^ g (shen-li), or spiritual principle

of music, was derived from heavenly regions, it is evident that tlie mstruments (which represent

tlio ^ ^ (ch'i-shu), or material principle) were to be found in the natural productions of earth.

The Chinese therefore put Nature under contribution for the production of eight kinds

of instruments corresponding to the eight sjnnbols /\ ^|», (pa-hoa) of Fu Hsi, which, they

believe, are the expression of all the changes and permutations which take place in the imiverse.

I give here a table showing the order of the sonorous bodies, with the symbols, the

points of the compass, the seasons, and the instruments to which tliey correspond :

—

No.
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i\ STONE.

The use of sonorous stone to make musical instruments may be said to be peculiar

to China. At all events, the Chinese were the first to give stone a place in music ; their classics

frequently mention the stone-chime as being known by the ancient Emperors and held in great

esteem. Unfortunately, of the music and the instruments in use durmg the Hsia, Shang, and

Chou dynasties, nothing remains but a few books which escaped the destruction ordered by

the Emperor She Huang-ti;> and under the Emperor Ch'eng Ti (^ ^) (B.C. 32) a complete

stone-chime was discovered in a pool, where it had been thrown, and from this model new

chimes were made.

The best stone for chimes is said to be jade, but another kind of black calcareous stone

is generally prefen-ed, because it is easier to work and comparatively much cheaper.

No. I.—The T'e-ch'iiig (^^ g), or " smgle sonorous stone," is a stone cut in the shape of

a carpenter's square, and sup})osed to render the sound of the triple octave below huang-chung.

The side which is to be struck by the performer's hammer measures 2.25 feet; the other side

is only 1.8 feet in length. It is suspended in a frame by means of a strmg passing through

a hole bored at the apex. It is also known under the name of g| ^ (li-ch'inrj), perhaps on

W ^ — ft: i: 111 |5E JS 155; #- etc. s^' 3g ?§ ^
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account of its soimd being so deep. Its place at tlie Confucian ceremonies is outside the temple,

on the left side of the " Moon Terrace." Its use is to give one single note at the end of each

verse, in order to "receive the sound." i Formerly the stone was cut in a fantastical form,

representmg some monstrous annual, fisli, dragon, or the like. According to the "Illustrated

Description of the Instruments of the present Dynasty"'- there are 12 i'e-cA'ivit/.one con-esponding

to each of the lus; and they are employed only at the religious and court ceremonies.

No. 2.—The Pien-ch'ing (^ ^), or "stone-chime," is an instrument composed of 16

stones suspended on a frame. The stones, which measure 1.8 feet one way and 1.35 feet the

other, are all of equal length and breadth, and differ only in thickness ; the thicker the stone

the deeper the sound.

'a^^m- Sec s^e 1 la fi ^ 1 ^.
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Formerly the size of the stones was in a gradually diminishing progi-ession, following the

degrees of the scale of the lils. The number of stones has also not always been the same. The

ancient Chinese used i6 stones; the Hans, 19; the Liang, 21 ; the Wei, 24; the Northern Chou,

14; the Ming, 24. K'ang Hsi reverted to the old custom, which, besides, had been the one

prevalent during the Chin (^), Sung (5^), Ch'i (^), and Sui (Pi) dynasties.i

The music for the pien-ch'ing is expressed by means of the names of the 12 liis, but only

the first syllable of each name is used, as huang, instead of hucmg-clmng ; ta, instead of ta-lii, etc.

In ancient times the 16 stones represented the sounds of the 12 ordinary lus and of

the first four lus of the acute series. The present dynasty has abolished the four acute lils (the

four Jfl
(ch'ing) as they were called), and in their place the four lus immediately below huavg-

chung have been selected ; these are called g (pei), that is, double. The scale of the pie.7i-

ch'ivg is actually as follows :

—

Upper
Column. ^

ffi 11;.

Wu.

^

^13- |Slii-^9- ±7- S5-
/. Jiii. Kv. T'ai. Huang.

^
3-

Pei-imi.

flo^ 3?^ -&-
CJ t -fjr

Lower
Column.

M. 16 it 14-

Yiiig. Nan. Lin. Chung.

^8.
(Jhia. Ta. Pei-ymg. Pei-nan.

i 3: -s^ -zr
^^ ^-

The notes of the

upper column
corre.spond to

the yang Ids.

The notes of the

lower column
correspond to

the yin liis.

To illustrate further the notation of the pien-ch'ing's music, I give here the part which

this instrument has to perform during the first strophe of the Hymn to CoNFUClufe :—

Huang-chang is to be the key-note and the Double I-tze is to begin the air.

i
\y

m
T7-

\^
.
/\

ii^
\?^

"O- -O-

fs m

±
fif

ifi

±

±

^

± ^

±

^
^

n

B'J

(The sign V means that the Chinese equivalent note is nearly i tone higher than the sound represented

by the Western note. The A means that it is nearly j tone lower.)

^ See n-
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In this pien-cli'ing piece tlie Cliinese note f§ H (pei-i) cannot be properly rendered in

foreign notation, because it is in reality higher than Ab and lower than Abj ; the same occurs

with the note H (l), which is \okcv than G}^ and higher than Gt|.

It has been already said that in the transpositions of the tones to form the different scales

the intervals do not remain the same ; this is due to the Chinese scales being formed of perfect

tifths brought into the compass of an octave.^ But the reader may ask, why do the Chinese

not use the note fg ^ (pei-nan) (A) instead of f§ H (pei-i) (Ab), and the note i^ (lin) (G)

instead of ^ (i) (G#) ? Because the two notes proposed correspond to the yin lii series, and

when the key-note of a scale is a yang lu, all the notes composing that scale must absolutely be

yang lils ; and when the key-note is a yin lii, all the notes have to correspond to the yin lus.

There is no other explanation, and the Chinese aim is attained, viz., to prove the irrefutable

connexion of their music with astronomy and Nature.

The pien-ch'ing is exclusively used in court and religious ceremonies ; it would be con-

sidered a profanation to use it elsewhere. There is one of these instruments in each Confucian

temple and imperial place of worship in the Empire, and no doubt the imperial palaces and
residences contain many of the best kind ; but it is impossible to find a complete pien-ch'ing

for sale, although separate stones may be found.

At the Confucian temple this instrument is placed on the west side of the temple, on a

line with the t'S-ch'ing. Its special part is to give one sound at the end of each word, in order

to " receive the sound " and transmit it to the next word.

It is not known to whom and to what dynasty the invention of the pien-ch'ing may
be attributed, but there is no doubt that it is one of the most ancient instruments.

No. 3.—The Ko-ch'ing (^ ^), or "singers' stone-chime," which has now totally dis-

appeared, was an instrument the same in principle as the pien-ch'ing, with these exceptions

:

it was composed of either 12 or 24 stones, which were cut in fantastical forms; the pitch was

1 The Chinese recognise the necessity of flattening or sharpening certain notes to adapt them to a change of
key. Compare the " Eclysis " and " Ecbole " of the Greeks.
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an octave higher, and the notes, instead of following each other in two series of yin and yamj

sounds, were placed in a chromatic succession.

No. 4.—The Yil-ti (3E ^) and the Yil-hsiao (^ ^) are two flutes, exactly the same

as the ordinary flute ; the only difference being that the material employed is marble instead

of bamboo. The Chinese think that stone is less susceptible to changes of temperature,

and therefore is best adapted to preserve the real sound of the lils. For description, see

"4°. Bamboo," below.

No. 5.—The Hai-lo (•}f$ ^%), or " conch," although not properly a stone instrument, is

classified here for convenience. It is a large sea-shell of conical fonii, with a hole in the apex

through which to blow. It is used only by soldiers, watchmen, etc., and principally for the

same purposes as those for which wo use the bugle in Europe.

2°. METAL.

IMetal is one of the five elements. It comes from earth, say the Chinese, and still it is a

substance of quite a different nature.^ It was necessary, therefore, to give it a place in music,

and this was done in the earhest ages, for we see in the " Miscellaneous Treatise of Prince Lu "

(B.C. 300) that "the Emperor Huang Ti (B.C. 2697) ordered Ling Lun to cast 12 bells to agree

with the 12 I lis and the five sounds."- Bells are also frequently mentioned in the classics.

Bell-metal is composed of six parts of copper and one of tin. \\nien meltmg, the alloy

appears first to be of an impure dark colour, which, however, soon changes into a yellowish

white ; this colour gradually passes to a greenish white, and when this last colour has become

gi'een, the metal may be poured into the mould. Tlie mould itself must be made exactly

according to the proper dimensions, for " if the bell is wide and short, the sound will not reach

a gi-eat distance ; if the metal is too thick, it will emit no sound ; if the mouth is too large, the

sound vnll be too loud."^

Bells of all sizes, fi-om those weighing more than 50 tons down to the small ones Avhich

swing on the eaves of pagodas, used to be found all over China. Some are ornamented with

characters (mostly sentences in honour of Buddha), some with designs and sjTnbols; some are

round, some are square ; and all are used mainly for religious purposes. At the door of each

Buddhist temple a bell is to be seen, which the believers strike " to call the attention of the

sleeping gods."

No. 6.—The Yimij-chung (§^ ^), or " large bell," ought to be 4.5 feet in height and have

a mouth of 2.8125 feet diameter, gradually decreasmg towards the apex. The Chinese say

that it was made to correspond with a very big drum ; the one was not to be used without

the other, for the drum had to give the signal to begin and the bell had to announce the

end of the hjonn at the ceremonies. Though now no longer in use, both instruments are

still to be seen. At the temple of Confucius, in the same court in which stands the hall,

are two small pagodas, one to the east, the other to the west of the hall and in fi'ont of it.

= S'i&^f^fi&il + -M'fa5 t ,
etc. .*. BiSiMfX-
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In the east pagoda, to which access is gained by ascending a few steps, hangs a big drum,

somewhat damaged by its exposm-e in the open air; and in the other pagoda on the west

the Icivgo bell is suspended.

No. 7.—The Po-chu/ng (If ^) is a single bell suspended upon a frame, and corresponding

to the t'e-ch'ing, or "single sonorous stone." When this bell sounds, the t'e-vh'ing must answer.^

It measures 3.6 feet in length, and has a diameter of 2.25 feet, which gradually decreases

towards the top. There are 12 po-chung, corresponding to the 12 Uls, and intended to meet the

changes of key which occur according to the seasons. The measurements here given correspond

to the huang-chung, or first bell. The po-chung is placed outside the temple (at the Confucian

ceremonies), on the right side of the " Moon Terrace." It has to give one note at the beginning

of each verse, in order to " manifest the sound "—in other words, to give the pitch. It is struck

with a wooden hammer. It was called sung-chung during the middle ages.

^m-^Mm
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j^o. S.^Tlie Pien-chwng (H U), or "bell-chime," is an instrument composed uf i6 bells

suspended upon a frame. It is made on the same principle as the inen-ch'ing, or " stone-

cliime," and, like that instrument, is of the greatest antiquity. Tlie Yellow Emperor

—

Huang Ti (B.C. 2697)—used a chime composed of 1 2 bells, agreeing with the lus ; the Chou

dynasty (B.C. iioo to 255) had chimes of six and nine bells, decreasing gi-adually in size and

diameter; of these, liowever, nothing remains but a meagre description in the native records.
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In subsequent ages various kinds of chimes were made : some were composed of 24 bells, corre-

sponding to two series of lils ; others of 16 bells, corresponding to the 12 lus plus the first four

lus of the acute series; others of 14 bells, corresponding to the notes of the diatonic scale,

C, D, E, etc. ; in a word, this instrument underwent the same changes as the " stone-chime."

Anciently the bells were quadrate ; under the T'ang (A.D. 600, and after) and subsequent

dynasties the bells were oval and were adorned with mammai in groups of nine each ; the mouth

was crescent-shaped, and they were hung obliquely. The Sung (A.D. 1000) provided each bell

with a knob, by which it could be hung in a vertical position. But K'ang Hsi, of the present

dynasty, abolished the ancient forms .and adopted round bells, ornamented with the pa-kuu

sjonbols, and having on the top a dragon, by which they could be suspended. Chimes were

made of 16 bells, all of the same size and diameter, but differing in thickness and weight. These

are the chimes now in use.

The music, the pitch, the notation, etc., of the pien-cfmng is exactly the same as that

of the " stone-chime ;" and, like this latter instrument, it is exclusively devoted to court and

religious ceremonies. Wlierever a stone-chime is used, a bell-chime is requisite; they are

necessary one to the other : the bell-chime sounds and the stone-chime answers.

At the Confucian temple the pien-chimg is placed on the east side on a line with

the po-chmifj. It gives one note at the beginning of each word, to intimate the pitch to

the singers.

No. 9.—The Ko-climvj (|0j ^), or "singers' bell-chime," is now no longer in use. It

was constructed exactly on the same principle as the inen-chung, but it sounded an octave

higher. It was the companion of the kv-ch'ivy. The bells were either 12 or 24 in number,

and they were quadrate or crescent-shaped. Tlie place of this instrument during the Confucian
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ceremonies was ou the right side of the hall ; it sounded one note at the beginning of each

word. The pien-chung has now quite taken its place, and even single specimens of quadrate

bells are seldom to be found.

No. 10.—The Wel-isliun (if |f) is a very ancient bell of the Chou dj-nasty. It had the

shape of a balloon, and was suspended singly upon a frame. It was 1.35 feet in height; the

upper diameter was i.i feet, and the lower diameter measured 8.3 inches. It was suspended

by a knob shaped somewhat Hke the Jf (ivei), monkey. This animal is said to have a yellowish

grey head, a forked tail, and an upward nose ; m rainy weather it hangs from the branches of

trees by putting the two ends of its tail into its nostrils, and so forming a cu-cle. From it was

derived the Climese idea of suspending their bells.

The ivei-shun was used mostly for the ceremonies at the Temple of Ancestors, where

it corresponded to some land of drum which has also disappeared.

It has been said that this instrument "is simply a large bell, with small round bells

suspended in it to act as a tongue, the sound thereby produced being exceedingly shrill."
^

N. B. Dennys, "Journal of the North-China Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society, 1S74."
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No. II.—Tlie Shun (U). This is tlie literary appellation of an instrument shaped like

a mortar. The popular name is ^ (ch'ing). It is struck with a wooden hammer, and when

used at the religious ceremonies is put into a kind of silk purse richly ornamented with costly

fish scales. It ought to measure 1.3 feet in height and gi inclies in diameter.

No. 12.—The To (if), or "tongued bell," is an ordinary bell having either a metal or

a wooden tongue, and a handle at the apex. Formerly there were four different kinds of

tongued bells in use in the army. The ringing of the to conveyed to the soldiers the injunction

to stand still and be quiet in the ranks. Hence this bell came to be associated with the idea of

respect and veneration ; and when music was performed to illustrate the meritorious actions of

warriors, faithful ministers, etc., the to was employed to symbolise obedience; each military

dancer had a to with a metal tongue, and each civil dancer had one with a wooden tongue

;

it was used at the end of the dance.

At present the to is used only by bonzes to mark the rhythm of then' prayers.

No. 13.—The Lo (|^), or "gong," is cast in the shape of a platter or a Chinese straw hat

with large brim ; it is of various sizes, varying from 2 inches to 2 feet in diameter. It is

suspended by a string, and struck with a mallet. The use of this noisy instrument is very

general. At the gates of yamens it announces the arrival of visitors ; in the army it gives the

signal of retreat ; in processions it frightens and drives away evil spirits ; on board ship it

announces departure; during eclipses "it frightens the heavenly dog Avhen about to devour

the moon"; in songs it marks the time; in the streets a small gong is the sign of the candy

merchant, and a large one may announce the ajiproach of the district magistrate with his

retinue ; in Buddhist temples it is beaten to call the attention of the " sleeping gods."

Native descriptions rarely mention the gong, perhaps because it is popular merely and
is not required for imperial worship.

No. 14.—The Yiln-lo (^ |§), or "gong chhnes," is an instrument comj^osed of 10 Uttle

gongs suspended upon a frame by tine silk cord. The gongs are all of the same diameter, but

they differ m thickness. The yiln-lo is used at court, mainly on joyful occasions; at the
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Confucian worship it is required onlj^ in the " fkiiding March." It is to be seen sometimes at

wedding and funeral processions, but it appears there simply for form's sake ; the hired coolie

who has charge of it for the occasion strikes pitilessly right and left, without regard for the

tune his companions are playing. The specimen he carries is also very often a worthless one.

It has become exceedingly difficult to find a yiln-lo capable of givmg a satisfactory gamut;

besides, the pitch is not uniform, so that two yiln-los rarely agree. The scale is ordinarily

C, D, E, F, G, A, B, C, L), E, or, in Chinese notes, >^, , ^, ±, K. X. /L> /^. 5.. 1 L- The relative

positions of the notes in the frame may be represented by numbers as follows :—

lO

9 S 7

4 5 6

321
No. 15. The Po (^), or "cymbals," are made on exactly the same principle as our

Western instrument. They are said to have come originally from India.i The use of them

is most conspicuous (and particularly disagi-eeable to foreigners) at theatrical performances.

After a quotation, a command, a verse, etc., the cymbals give 10 or 1 5 notes in rapid succession,

and as the actor generally speaks in a falsetto, imitative voice, the words are almost inaudible.

No. 16.—The Feng-lhifj (H |^), or "wind bells," are small bells hung at the eaves of

houses and pagodas, the clappers of which, having streamers attached, are swung by the wuad.

During the time of the T'ang (^) dynasty the feng-ling was suspended in the examination

halls.'-^

No. 17.—The Bao-t'ung (^ '^) is a long cylindi-ical instrument havmg a sliduig tube,

which can be dr-awn out when wanted for use. In arrangement and form it is not unlike a

telescope, but of much larger diameter. There are two distinct varieties. The first comprises

instruments of ditferent sizes made of wood and covered on the outside with copper
;
they are

exclusively used at funeral processions, and emit only one long gTave note, which is heard at a

long distance. The second variety includes instruments made of copper only; they are of a

less diameter than the first and are used for military purposes.

1 Compare with the Hebrew MetzOloth.

- N. B. Dkxsts, ".Journal of the North-China Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society, 1874-"
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No. 1 8.—The La-pa {i^\ P/V) is a long trumpet with a shding tube similar to that of the

hao-t'ung} It gives four notes, C, G, C, E, and is properly a miUtary Instrument ; but it is also

the privilege of itmerant kiiife-grLnders to use it to make known their whereabouts in the streets.

Another variety of the la-pa is crooked, and therefore is called ^fL ^ (rhu-diAao) ; it is of various

sizes and is used at wedding processions.

3°. SILK.

Silk holds perhaps the first place amongst the natural productions employed in music,

not only on account of the great variety of instruments whose strings are made chiefly of silk,

but also because stringed instruments can boast of the greatest antiquity. The classics and

other ancient books make frequent mention of the ch'in and the se in connexion with the

first rulers of China ; the descriptions which they contain are of the most exalted kind, and are

full of allegorical comparisons, of which I will give an idea below.

No. 19.—The Ch'in (^), is one of the most ancient instruments, and certainly the most

[loetical of all. It was invented by Fu Hsi, who called it ch'in, referrmg to restriction, prohibition,-

because its influence checks the evil passions, rectifies the heart, and guides the actions of the

body. The dimensions, the number of strings, the form, and whatever is connected with this

instrument had their prmciples in Nature. Thus, the ch'in measured 3.66 feet or ^j^" of an

inch, because the year contains a maximum of 366 days ; the number of strings was five, to

agree with the five elements ; the upper part was made round, to represent the firmament

;

the bottom was flat, to represent the ground; and the 13 studs stood for the 12 moons and

the intercalary moon.

The strings also were subjected to certain laws. The thickest string was composed of 240

threads, and represented the Sovereign; the second and fourth strings contained each 206

threads; and the third and fifth 172 threads.

It is doubtful if all these remarkable similarities and comparisons are stiU adhered to

and regarded. The ch'in of the present day retains the primary form, but the number of strmgs

has been increased to seven. These strings pass over a bridge near the wide end, and then

through the board, and are tightened by nuts below ; at the smaller end they are tightened on

two pegs.

The 1 3 studs should be of metal, the board of flg (t'ung) wood, and the nuts of marble

or jadestone ; and the silk should come fi'om some particular place.^

1 Compare with the Chatzozerah of the Hebrews and the Tuba of the Romans.

' ^ ^ 4 ^ Jt *i ?|5, etc. Sec m^
'111 j^ mi li ± ii. ^ ^ K s ± n. 1 ^ s 7K ± ^. ^ i^ a lU ± 2-
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The ch'in is used for what is called elegant music (|| ^). It is supposed to be the special

instrument of the educated classes ; and yet, it is somewhat neglected by the present generation,

being scarcely met ^^'ith except at imperial ceremonies. This may be attributed to the fact

that playing on the cli'iv is surroimded with difficulties enough to deter the most wilhng

learners. The notation, for instance, is quite peculiar : each note being a compound of several

simple characters, so arranged as to convey at once to the ej^e of the perfoi-mer the note to

he played, the string to be chosen, the finger to be used, etc. The prmcijial signs are the

following :

—

index

middle finger

rinff-finsrer

inward.

outward.

inward.

Right Hand.

ff indicates that the right hand alone is to play the note.

—
, m, ^, pg, etc., indicate what string is to be played, the ist, 2nd, etc.

=g indicates that the thumb must push the string outward.

P „

L

^ „

r ..

, „ outward.

, „ inward.

„ „ „ outward,

two strings must be played at the same time, fifths or octaves,

index must beat several strings in succession,

same string must be played by the index and middle finger

in succession,

same string must be played by two or three fingers together,

in order to re-enforce the sound.

Left Hand.

^ indicates the thumb.

A „ „ fore-finger.

^ „ „ middle finger.

5^ „ „ ring-finger.

—
, ^. ^, 0, etc., up to ^, (i.e. Nos. i to 13) indicate at what stud the finger

must press on the string.
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These simple characters and a number of others are brought together m various ways

to form compoimd characters. Thus, if the player meets with the character ^/ he will know

at once that he has to pull rapidly the seventh string forward and backward with the fore-

finger ; if he should meet the character ^;- he would place the middle finger of the left hand

op[iosite the seventh stud on the second string, and give an inward motion to that string with

the middle linger of the right hand.

It is easily perceived that such complicated directions are difficult to learn and to

remember, and that endless studies are necessary to master this instrument.

At the Confucian ceremonies there are six ch'in : three on the east side of the ball, and

the three others on the west. The music wdiich they have to perform is WTitten in the sun-

plest manner, but it is permitted them to embelhsh their part with all the difficulties which

their skill will allow of

Formerly the seven strings were tuned as follows :

—

1234567
C D E G A C i)

' Composed of /|c (index of right hand to be moved inward), (_, (index to be moved outward), and J\^ (seven,

i.e., the seventh string).

'^ Composed of tfl, ^ (seven, i.e., the seventh stud), ^, and ~ (two, i.e., the second string).
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i

At present they are tuned as follows :

—

12345
G A C D E

6

G
7

A
The scale m the special notation is thus represented :

—

?§ G, the ist string to be pulled inward with the middle finger of right hand.

%^ A, „ 2nd „

n c,
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The se is used chiefly at imperial and religious ceremonies. At the Temple of Confucius

four .s« are required : two on the east and two on the west of the hall. The notation is in

principle the same as that of the ch'in, but the characters are doubled, because the se always

plays two notes at one time. The scale of the se is as foUows :

—

^ 3
-#

^ ^

-^

m m m m ^: m

m B
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Each of these characters indicates which strings are to be played together. The .s« when

well tuned is supposed to give five octaves. Below is the part played by the se in the Con-

fucian Hymn, tirst verse :

—

Huang-chung (C) is the key-note
;
pei i-tse (A) begins the air.

-^ .ffi- I^ =
^¥ IZ.

-&-
JZZ-

2z:

-£2. -&-

i
-^ -^ = — _^

JL

_i2

JIZL.

221

"^
zz:

a«

IS ^ 1^

_i:2.

1Z. -e- SE ^
is:

m m m

No. 21—The Tseng (j|^) is exactly the same as the se. in form and principle; but it is

smaller and has only 14 strings, all elevated on movable bridges. It is used in [(reference to

the sS at imperial receptions and on joyful occasions. The notation is identical witli that

of the se.

No. 22.—The P'i-p'a (H §), or "balloon guitar," is about 3 feet long, and 1 foot wide in

the body. It has four siUc strings which are said to represent the four seasons. This and some

other allegories enforce the belief that the pi-pa has a more or less ancient origin, but the date

of its introduction is not known with certainty.
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There is a slight ditference between the instrviments made in the South and those

inanufaotured in Peking; the former are of better workmanship, but the fingering and the

music arc everywhere the same. On the neclv table there are ii or 12 frets, intended to guide

tlie jjlaycr. The strings are tuned: C, F, G, C, or as the Chinese say, ho ('^), sJiavg (Ji), ch'ih

This instrument being chiefly used on joyful occasions in connexion with the flute, the

strings are of course tuned after the pitch of the flute ; but in private the performer tunes

it to the pitch which pleases him best.

In the South, the p'i-p'a is the instrument prefeiTcd by troubadours who are hired to

sing ballads, songs, etc. ; and in the North it is generally played by men. The performer has

to exercise great dexterity of finger and lightness of hand, for not only is the music always of

animated movement, but nearly all the notes are played in fremvlo, which eftect is obtained by

passing the nail or the plectrum rapidly forward and backward on the string.

By pressing the first string successively over all the frets the following scale is

iiroduced :

—

P J aj J \\J 1^
( >pen string, i st fret, 2nd, ii'd. 4th, 5th (the others are not usedj.

The second string produces :

—

^m ^^^^^^ ^A m
Open string, ist fret, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th, 7th, 8th, 9th, loth, nth.

The third string produces :

—

1 '•"*""'^^ll
Open string, ist fret, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th, 7th, 8th, 9th, loth, iith.

The fourth string produces :

—

1 f ^ -^ #-1- ^ =^ ^ i.
5 1^

Openstrmg, ist fret, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th, 7t]i, 8th, 9th, loth, nth.
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The whole extent of the p'i-p'as scale is therefore the following :

—

¥^ 3 s -±L.

m ^-^-=^ J;
etc.

But the frets which produce chromatic notes or half tones are never used. Probably in

past ages, when music was cultivated as an art, these frets were employed to transpose airs

mto other keys ; but it is nowhere recorded that they ever served to produce chromatic runs.

The 'p'i-p'a has no special notation. Being a popular instrument, and never required at

i-ehgious ceremonies, it is played mostly by bHnd persons who acquire their musical knowledge

by rote. There are, however, song-books for the p'i-p'a in which the ordinary notation {^, pg,

2/, etc.) is used.

No. 23.—The Shuang-ch'in (H ^J is an octagonal guitar with a long neck furnished

with fi'ets. It is made of hard wood, and has four strings tuned m pau's, with the distance of a

fifth between the two pau's. It is played with a plectrum ; but it is now rarely used, the cost

placing it beyond the reach of ordinary musicians.

No. 24.—The San-hsien (^ ^), " or three-stringed guitar," has a shallow cyUndrical body,

the top and bottom of which are covered with snake sldn. It has a long neck (without frets)

and three strings, which are tuned sometimes C, F, C {'^, ±,, 5?^), but more frequently C, D. A

C-^: E3. X)- It is sometimes played with the finger, but oftener with a plectrum. It is one of

the favom'ite mstruments of street ballad-singers.

No. 25.—The Yueh-ch'in (^ 1^), or " moon guitar," is so called because the shape of the
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body resembles a fiill moon ; there is a varietj', liowever, tlie body of -which is octagonal. The

neck, which is short, is furnished with frets for the convenience of the player. The four strings

are tuned in pahs at the distance of a tifth. In some places the strings are made of copper

instead of silk. This instrument is used, together with the p'i-j/a or san-hsien, to accompany

ballads, songs, etc.

No. 26.—The Hu-ch'in { j^g ^), or " violin," has a hollow cylindi-ical body the upper end

of which is covered with snake skin, while the lower is left open. The body is pierced by a long

arm, to which are attached four silk strings. These strings are tuned, the first and third ^ (or

V), the second and fourth f^ (or G). The bow passes between the strings, so that it requires

close attention to play without touching the wrong string. The body is sometimes a round

tube of bamboo, of wood, or of copper ; sometimes it is octagonal in shape and is ornamented

witli little pieces of ivory. It is of varying size, the smallest having only two strings.

The hu-ch'in is rarely seen in the South, but in Peking it is one of the most popular

instruments. It is not difficult to learn (except the management of the bow), and it does not

e.Ktend over one octave ; moreover, it is comparatively cheap.

Xo. 27.—The Erh-hsien (~ |^), or " two-stringed violin," is m principle exactly the same

as the hu-ch'iv, but it never has more than two strings. It is still more popular than the

hu-ch'in, for it is met with all over China. Its form varies. Sometimes it is a hollow bamboo

tube, and is then called Vf- Pf (hu-hu) ; sometimes it is simply half a cocoanut shell, and is

then called Pj^ ^ (t'i-ch'in) ; but no matter what its form may be or what material it is made

of, it has always only two strings, which are tuned at a distance of a fifth ft'om each other,

and between which the bow passes.

The lower classes in China seem to be very fond of this rather unattractive instrument,

of which foreigners have formed a decidedly poor opmion ; but if we reflect that it is often

played without taste or feeling, if we consider its cheapness and tlie simplicity of its form, and

if we learn for ourselves that it is really capable of producing agreeable sounds, there will

then be no reason to find fault with the inventor or the invention.

No. 28.—The Yang-ch'in (-J^ ^), or " foreign harpsichord," has the form of a rectangular,

trapezoidal, or oval box, about 2 feet long, i foot broad, and 4 inches high. When the hd

which covers and protects the sounding-board is removed, one finds a range of fine metallic

wires, disposed in sets of two, three, or four to each note, decreasing in length from the base

9
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upward, and fastened at both sides by nails. On the sounding-board there are two bridges,

perforated with seven or eight holes each, over and imder which the strings are stretched ; and

the strmgs which pass over the first bridge have to pass thi'ough the opposite holes of tlie

second bridge, and vice veisd. There are ordinarily i6 sets of strings, eight passing over the

right bridge and through the holes of the left bridge, and eight passing over the left bridge

and through the holes of the right bridge. This arrangement consequently affords four series

of notes, one on each side of each bridge ; but only three series are in general use. The series

of notes given by the strings on the right side of the right bridge is not used.

The strings are tuned with a key m the same manner as our pianos. Tlie scale produced

is the following :

—

Left side of ri^'ht bridge:i W=^ ?=^

Eight side of left bridge

:

^, J J J h^
Left side of left bridu

^ 1

^^m -& ^
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The ywrig-ch'in is played \vitli two liglit slips of bamboo, and it is capable of producing

extremely pleasing sounds when well played. It may sometimes be heard together with the

violin and tlie gititav, accompanying songs and ballads.

4°. BAMBOO.

One would think tliat bamboo ouglit not to be distinguished fi-om wood ; but, according

to Chmese ideas, there is a very great difference between these two substances. Bamboo is

neither properly a tree nor yet a simple plant, but it partakes the quahties of both these

products. Its manifold uses have caused it to be considered a peculiar material, particularly

useful in music.

No. 29.—The P'at-hsiao (^ ^). The Chmese were a long time in discovering that a

tube pierced at different places may be made to produce as many sounds as there are holes by

merely stopping these holes one after the other. In order to get the various sounds, the ancient

(Chinese used as many tubes as there were sounds ; these tubes fastened together produced the

p'di-hsiao, or " Pandean pipes." The first instrument of this kind fl'as made by the Emperor

Shux;' it was a collection of 10 tubes, gradually decreasing in length and connected together

in a rough manner by silk cord. In subsequent ages the number of tubes was increased

to 12, tlien to 16, and even to 24; at present, the p'ai-hsiao has invariably 16 tubes.

These tubes are arranged upon a frame more or less cai-ved and ornamented ; they cor-

respond to the 12 lits: and the first four His of the gi'ave series, and emit exactly the

same mites as tlie bell and stone chimes. The sounds of this instrument represent the

voice of the invi-lmany, or phcenix ; and the form of the fi-ame typifies tliis bird with

its wings spread.'- Tlie tubes which give the notes corresponding to the !i<in<] lus, or

" iS(3(?

f^ + ^ ts

1^-
1^ t\S rtffi iii'
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"positive tones," are grouped together on the left side of the instrument; the yin lus, or

" negative tones," are arranged on the right side. The notes produced by the tubes, according

tfi tlieir position, are the following :

—

^S 5
j. 4 u tJ

^
6.

P *i ^i=^
h-^ Tiii

10, II, 12, 13, 14. 15, 16.

The p'ai-Asww is used only in ritual music. Two are employed at the Confucian

ceremonies, placed respectively on the east and west sides of the hall. Tlie music performed

by them is exactly the same as that of the stone chime.

No. 30.—The Yiieh (^) was a sliort flute with three holes, and blown at the end.

Formerly it was used by the dancers, and was occasionally played to indicate their movements

;

at present, although the dancers still use the yileh in their evolutions, it is no longer a flute

but simply a stick.

No. 31.—The Ckih (^) is a flute measuring about 14 inches in length. It is now blown

transversely, but was formerly blo\\Ti in the middle. The number of holes varies between

6 and 10, and even more. It has gradually become obsolete, its place being taken by simpler

instruments.

No. 32.—The Hsiao (^) is said to have beeii invented by a certain J^ (ij> ( Yeh Chung)

during the Han dynasty.

This flute is a tube of dark brown bamboo, measuring about 1.8 feet in length. It has

five holes above, one below, and one at the end, through which it is played. Flutes of this

kind were formerly made of copper, of jadestone, or of marble, such materials being thought

less liable than wood to be affected by changes of temperatiu'e. They were introduced into

ritual music during the Yiian dynasty {circa A.D. 1300); and under the present dj'nasty their

use has been confined to ritual music. At the Confucian ceremonies there are six hsiao, placed

immediately outside the hall, on the " Moon Terrace." The music which they perform is exactly

the same as that of the other instruments, but it is noted in a different manner. The foUowmg

is the ordinary scale of the Jisiao

:

—

i 'I 1 1" 1^^
K 5. IK II 1)1 i^i ffi

(K = foreign D).

These notes are produced by stopping the lioles one after the other, just as with

European flutes.
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No. 33.—The Ti-tsa (gg" J-} is the flute ordinarily met Avith in China. It is a tube bound

round with waxed silk and sometimes ornamented with tassels. It has eight holes : one to

blow through, one covered with a thin reedy membrane, and six to be j)layed upon by the

fingers. There are, besides, several other holes at the end, but these are of no practical use

except to attach the silk tassels and other ornaments. The fingering of this instrument is of

course the same as that of all instruments of the flute kind, and the notation is the same as

that of the hsiao, except that the ti-tzti is a fourth higher. This is the scale :

—

w
IS -9; ^=^

f-. ^ L ± R X H ih B. Z ]i: i^

(/^ = foreign A, 902 vibrations per second).

Tlie sounds emitted by Chinese flutes cannot properly be rendered in European notation,

some being sharper and others flatter than the soimds represented by our notes ; but this

may be due as much to tlie ignorance of instrument-makers as to the irregTilarity of the

intervals of the Chmese scale. Besides, the Chinese are not very particular in regard to pitch,

and any shocking deficiency in justness of tone they manage to remedy by blowing liarder

or softer.
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The ti-tzti is indispensable to every Chinese orchestra; it is used in theatrical performances,

in funeral and marriage processions, and on various other occasions, both joyous and mournful.

It is also one of the favourite instruments of coiutesans.

Formerly all kinds of flutes blown transversely were called ^ (ti). There were the

ch'iang-ti {^ H), the shepherd's flute; the ^ ^ (heng-ti), the transverse flute; the ^ ^
ich'ang-ti), and the ^ "^ (fimn-ti), the long and the short flute. Some had fom- holes, some

five, and some seven. Nowadays the form and number of holes of the ti-tzu are in all cases

much the same. The only difference between the popular instruments and the flutes used

in ritual music is that the latter ai-e embelHshed with a di-agon's head and a dragon's tail, an

addition not permitted in the case of ordinary instruments. Flutes thus adorned are called

H g' (lung-ti), dragon flutes. Of these, six are used at the Confucian ceremonies; they are

placed, together with the Iwino, three on each side.

No. 34.—The Kuan-lza (^ -p) is a small tube about 8 inches long. It h^s seven holes

above and two below. It is blown by means of a coarsely made reed inserted at the upper

end. Its sound cannot be said to be pleasmg, at least to foreign ears. It is used mostly in

funeral or man-iage processions. It produces the following scale :
—

^
i J J- ^

^3^̂
m n R K 5. \L it

4i

CD

CD

o
CD

CD

CD

3

o

The intervals of rliis .scale suffer fi"om the same defects as those of the ti-tzn. Tlie

^ (l-ini) is an ancient note no longer used. The J% (or G) of this scale corresponds as nearly

as possible to the European A (902 vibrations per second).

No. 35.—The So-mi. (^ p^)—iaiown to foreigners as the '' Chinese clarionet"—is the most

shrieking, the most detestable instrument used in China ; and yet none is in more general use.

When heard in the morning its sounds unmistakably announce a funeral cortege ; in f]i(^

afternoon, a nuptial procession.
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The so-'im consists of a wooden pipe fitted with a copper bell. It has seven holes on thf

u]iper side and one on the lower for the thumb. The mouthi)iece is a small reed (like that

of the European oboe) afiixed to the upper end. It gives he folltnving scale :

—

J ^ ^
*| 1

± K X K :^^ S. \L it ^K

There are two varieties, ditfering only in size ; the smaller kind is called fl,
-g' (k'cu-ti).

Tlie Ji(lung) (or A) of the so-nu is nearly identical with our A (902 vibrations per second).

The tunes played on this instrument at processions are in themselves very pi-etty and original,

but the instrument is so false, and the ignorant player blows with so little regard to justness

and softness, that it requu-es indeed great attention to detect and note them.

5°. WOOD.

It is not known to whom the introduction of wooden instruments in music may be

attributed, but wood is one of the productions of Nature so useful to man that it must have
been given a place in music from the earliest ages.

No. ^6.—The Chu (|£) resembles a square box, but it is larger at the top than at the

bottom. It should measure at the top 2.4 feet on each side, and at the bottom 1.8 feet.

The height should be also 1.8 feet. But these dimensions are not adhered to. In the middle

of tlie box there is a hammer, so contrived as to move right and left ; and in one of the sides

is a hole through which to pass the hand. The ancient chu was made of ^§ flj) (ivu-Vung)

wood. The interior is painted yellow, and the sides blue, red, black, and white. It is adorned
with landscapes, figures of fabulous animals, etc. It is used only at religious ceremonies. At
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tlie Confucian tuiuple there is one only, placed on the east side of the hall. It gives two sounds

at the beginning of each strophe.

No. n.—The Yil (gj;) has the form of a tiger resting on a rectangular box. It slioukl

be 3.6 feet in lengtli, 1.8 feet in widtli, and i foot high. The tiger lias on its back 27

teeth, resembHng a saw. At the end of each strophe the attendant strikes the tiger three

times on the head, and rapidly passes his stick three times along the projections on the back, to

announce the end of the strophe. The yu is placed on the west side of the Confucian hall.

No. 38.—The P'ai'2)an (JQ ^), or " castanets," are two small slabs of a kind of red-wood

^ Tfv) attached together with silk cord, and on which a third slab of the same kind of wood is

struck to beat time. These are in common use in popular orchestras. An ancient kind of

Castanet consisted of 12 small slabs of bamboo fastened together, tipon which poetry was engraved;

it was named ^ IIJ (ch'un-tu), and was used at i-eligious ceremonies. Nowadays the ch'un-tu has

been replaced at the Confucian ceremonies by another kind of Castanet called ^ ^ (shou-pan).

The slabs of the sliou-pmi are of i^ (Jmui) wood, 1.35 feet long, ^ inch thick, 2.5 inches broad

at the lower end, and only 2 inches at the upper end. The words of the hymn are engraved

on it. Each of the six singers has charge of one shou-pan ; at each word they strike the

slabs against the palm of the hand.

No. 39.—The Mu-yil (Tf: ^,) or " wooden fish," is made of a block of wood hollowed out

and shaped somewhat like a skull. It is painted red all over, and is of all sizes, up to i foot in

diameter. It is used by priests to mark time in the recitation of prayers when begging from

door to door or in performing their ceremonies.
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e. SKIN.

From the remotest ages the Chinese seem to have been acquainted with instruments of

Ijercussion, of which the tanned skin of animals was the vibrating medium. Drums made of

baked clay, tilled with bran and covered with skin, were the first in use. The idea of drums

seems, however, to have come from the nations of Central Asia.^ Of all the Chinese drums

none are braced by cords ; the skin is fastened on with nails.

No. 40.—The Clun-l-u. (^ t^} is also called ^ ^M {To-ch'/'ng-ku), because it is ordinarily

placed on the left side of the Ta-ch'eng gate. At the Peking Confucian temple it is suspended

in the eastern pagoda, and corresponds to the large bell hung in the western pagoda. It is

about s feet in diameter.

No. 41.—The Ylvij-l.-a (^ ^) is a drum suspended in a frame by four rings and beaten

on the upper surface with t\\o sticks. It is about 3 feet high and 2 feet in diameter. It is

ricJily [laintcd and omainciitixl with birds, dragons, Bowers, etc. Its placi^ at the Confucian

worship is on the east side of the " Moon Terrace." It is beaten three times at the end of

each verse. Under the Sui (|ff ) dynasty this kind of drum was called ,^ ^ (chien-ku).

' fe fi MM^jW M-

10
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No. 42.—The Tsu-Jcu (J£ fJJ), iilso called ^. |jj {yivg-ku) is a large drum, used at the

Confucian ceremonies to correspond with the ying-ku. It is placed on the west side of the

" Moon Terrace," and is struck six times at the end of each verse, giving two beats in answer

to each of the three beats of the ying-ku.

The tsu-ku is not quite so large as the ying-ku, and it is sujiported horizontally by a

pedestal which raises it about 4 feet from the ground. For a long time this drum was out of

use; but it reappeared again in the 13th year of Ch'iex Lung (A.D. 1748).

No. 43.—Tile Po-fu (J^ Pft) is a small drum 1.4 feet in lengtii, and 7 inches in diameter.

The table on which it rests is i foot high. The po-fu is used only in religious ceremonies.

At the Confucian temple there are two—one on the left, the other on the right side of the hall.

In playing, the performer holds the drum on his knees and beats it with the hands. The 2^0-fu

gives three notes at the end of each verse answering to the two notes of the tsu-ku. TIkj

following are the three beats with the notation :

—

(^ Beat the drum with the right hand.

@ „ „ „ both hands.
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No. 44.—Tlie T'ao-hi {%% %%) has a liandle passing through the barrel. Two balls are

suspended by strings from the barrel, and when the drum is twirled they strike against the
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heads. Of di-ums of this kind used at the Confucian ceremonies there are two, placed on the

east and west sides respectively ; they are sounded three times at the end of each verse. They
measure i foot in length and i foot in diameter. Ancientl}-, the t'ao-ku used in ritual music was

composed of two or more drums transfixed by a handle ; sometimes it was composed of several

small drums hung together upon a frame, and struck only on one head by the balls. Such

di'ums are now out of use.

The t'ao-ku is the special instrument by means of which the itinerant vendor of millinery

goods makes known his whereabouts ; but his drum is smaller and has generally a small gong

on the upper side.
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No. 45.

—

The Pang-hu (;^ ^) is a small flat drum, with a bod}- of wood
; the top is

covered with skin and the bottom is hollow. The diameter of the head is about 6 inches. It

rests on a wooden tripod. It is chiefly used in popular orchestras to beat time and accompan_y

songs and ballads.

Besides the drums here enumerated, the Chinese possess several other kinds, varying from

5 inches to several feet in diameter. They have the " tambour de basque," the tambourine,

and barrel drums of all kinds; some are richly ornamented with silk piece goods, some very

simple and unadorned ; but it would take too much space to describe them all.

7°. GOURD.

The gourd was introduced among the musical instruments by the ancient Chinese to

represent plants and herbs. It is called fg (p'ao), and its shell is at once thin and hard. Its

hollow form rendered it available, and they made the sMng. Nowadays, however, wood has

been substitued for the calabash, a change which does not seem to have made much difference

in the sound.

No. 46.—The Sheng (H) is an instrument intended to symboKse the feng-huang or

Phffinix. The body or wind-chest is made of gourd, or simply of wood, and in its upper part

tubes of different length are inserted. These tubes are of five different lengths, and are so

arranged as to resemble the tail of a bird, the middle tubes being the longest. The length

of the tubes does not, however, make the sounds graver, for several of them have an aperture

at a distance from the top which renders their length ineffective. The tubes in the lower

portion are furnished with reeds exactly like those of our accordions ; a little above the reeds the

tubes are jaierced so as to prevent their sounding, except by stopping the holes.
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Dr. F. Warrington Eastlake, whose designs of the cUtferent forms of tlie shp^i>g 1 liave

here inserted, has made a special study of this instrument and has written extensively on the

subject.^ It is difficult to give a better and more complete description than his, and I will

"China Review," Ano-nst 1882.
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therefore content myself with quotmg the pruicipal paragraphs of his work, only addmg a few-

remarks where necessary :

—

"The invention of the sheng is shrouded with the obscurity of the mythical ages. Tradition attributes

its invention to a mythical female sovereign who succeeded Fuh-hi, known as ^ ^ (Nij-wo). Be this as

it may, there can be no doubt that the sheng itself is of great antiquity ; for not only do we find frequent

mention of the instrument in the 'She' and 'Shoo-kiug,' but the commentators on ancient musical instru-

ments invariably mention the great age of the sheng, and seem to delight in speaking of it as a proof

of the inventive genius and musical talent of the ancient Chinese It may well be

possible that the ^ % (p'ai-hdao) (which see) was the prototype of the sJihirj. The date of the invention

of the p'ai-hsiao must at all events be earlier than that of the sMng, to which it bears unmistakable

resemblance

" From the Classics we learn that the shhig held a leading position among the instruments which

were in favour at the Imperial Court :

—

' When to the Prmce our way we've made,

We sit and hear the organs played."

" The sheng is frequently mentioned in the ' She-king,' e.g.

' The lutes are struck, the organ blows

TiU all its tongues in movement heave.'^

' The drums loud sound, the organ swells

Then' flutes the dancers wave.'^

" According to the ' Erh-ya'-* and ' Shuo-wen,'' there arc, or rather were, two distinct forms of the

sheng : the largest, and probably more ancient, known as the ^ {ch'ao), or ' bird's nest,' the smaller known

as the |P (ho), or ' concord ' The scale of these two instruments must have been

difterent, as the one had 19, the other 13 reeds The modern sheng diifers in many

essential points from the ch'ao and ho The sheng consists of three separate parts,

—

the goiu-d, the mouth-piece, and the . . . tubes. In shape the gourd is very much like a tea-cup,

and about as large It is (sometimes) perforated at the base and inlaid with a small piece

of bone or ivory, also perforated The 'gourd' was formerly made from a sort of calabash,

but nowadays it is made of wood and lacquered.

" The mouth-piece consists of two separate parts,—the mouth-piece proper, made of wood, lacquered

and inserted into the gourd, and a bone or ivoiy plate which covers the free end

"There are 17 pipes in all. Every pipe, except the non-sounding or mute, i, 9, 16, 17,* is

composed of two pieces ; the upper part bamboo, the lower part of some hard wood, probably teak.

The lower part of each sounding-pipe is so cut as to admit of a small brass tongue,

exactly after the model of European reed-tongues. The tongues . . . are rudely fastened in with

wax. Every sound-producing pipe has a slit on the inner side which serves to modify or intensify its tone.

The tone of most of the reeds is rather sweet and soft, but some are harsh, and one or two almost inaudible.

" Each sound-giving pipe has a ventage which must be stopped by the finger in order to produce

the proper note. This ventage is on the outside of pipes 2, 5, 6, 7, 8, to, ii, 12, 13, 14, 15 ; on the inside

of pipes 3 and 4 The pipes represent in all 11 notes. Pipes 2 and 6 produce the

same note ; 12 gives the octave of 15, as does 13 of 14, and 11 of 7."

" "She-kmg", L, XI, i. = II, I, i. ^ u^ yil, VI. •* An ancient dictionary of terms.

s An ancient dictionary, published A.D. 100.

^ Counting from the farthest pipe on the right side of the mouth-piece, r, 2, 3, 4, etc.
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The scale I have myself ascertained to be as follows :-

^ J J ^^ ^ *l

'
i ^^ n

Notes : j^

Tubes : i 5

I
7

/L •\ H - ± 4R ii

14 4

or

12 II

•l-^ ^

10

i«, \t

13

The X of tlie skting is about our A (902 vibrations per second).

At the Confucian ceremonies there are six sheng, three on the east and three on the west

side of the liall. They play exactly the same music and the same notes as the ti-tz'ti, or " flute."

The aheng is never used in popular orchestras ; at nuptial and funeral processions tlie slwng is

sometimes seen, but it is there merely for form's sake, in accordance with the requirements of the

rites, and the hired coolie who carvien it simply simulates playing.

Dr. Eastlake further says :

—

"One very rarely hears the sheng nowadays, on account of a curious superstition. Tlie Chinese

say that a skilful performer on the sheng becomes so wedded to its music that he is ever playing; but
the instrument is played by sucking in the breath, and a long continuance of this brings ou inflammation

(jf the bronchial tubes and diseases of the luugs. So no performer is ever known to live longer than

40 years ! The instrument, in playing, is inclined slightly towards the right shoulder ; the forefinger

of the right hand commands pipes 3 and 4, the thumb 2, 5, 6, 7. The other j)ipes are controlled by the

first and second fingers and tlnmib of the left hand.

"That the sheng is one of the most important of Chinese musical instruments is apparent. No
other instrument is nearly so perfect, either for sweetness of tone or delicacy of construction. The
principles embodied in it are substantially the same as those of our gi-and organs. Indeed, according

to various writers, the introduction of the sheng into Europe led to the invention of the accordion and
the harmonium. Kratzenstein, an organ-builder of St. Petersburg, having become the possessor of a

sheng, conceived the idea of applying tijo jirinciple to organ-stops "

8°. EARTH.

It was of absolute necessity that earth, the common mother of all thmgs, sliould occupy

a respectable place in music, and tlierefore the hsilan was invented.

No. 47.—The Hsilan.(^), or "Chinese ocarina," was invented by P'ao Hsi (Jg '!§) some

2,700 years before our era.
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It is a reddish-yellow cone of baked clay or porcelain, ornamented with designs of

dragons, clouds, etc., and [lierced with six holes : one at the apex to blow through, three in front,

and two behind.

When played, it is held firmly with both hands. According to a native description, it

emits the followmg sounds :

—

i '^=^ ^
•» £ 2. ± K

and at tlie Confucian ceremonies the two hsilan, placed one on the west and the other on the

east side of the hall, play the same music as the hsiao flute. But as it is almost impossible to

procure a specimen of this instrument, we have to rely on Chinese accounts of it.

11
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CONCLUSION.

The question is often asked—Why does not Chinese music leave a better impression on

the ears and minds of foreigners ? Most naturally because it has not been made for foreigners.

But from a theoretical point of view we may say that it is because :

—

1°. The intervals of the Chinese scale not being tempered, some of the notes sound

to foreign ears utterly false and discordant.

2°. The instruments not being constructed with the rigorous precision which charac-

terises our European instruments, there is no exact justness of intonation,

and the Chinese must content themselves with an a peu pres.

f. The melodies being always in imison, always in the same key, always equally

loud and unchangeable in movement, they caimot fail to appear wearisome

and monotonous in comparison with our complicated melodies.

4". Chinese melodies are-never definitely major nor minor; they are constantly

floating between the two, and the natural result is that they lack the vigour,

the majesty, the sprightliness, the animation of our major mode ; the plaintive

sadness, the tender lamentations of our minor mode; and the charming effects

resulting from the alternation of the two modes.

It is incontestable that Chmese music compares unfavourably with Euroijean music.

From our point of view it certainly appears monotonous, even noisy—disagreeable, if you please

;

but what matters this if the Chinese themselves are satisfied with it? And that they are

satisfied, that they Uke it, that it is a necessity for them, is fully proved by the constant use of

music in their ceremonies and festivities; by the numerous bands parading the streets and

oifering their services ; by the strict attention with which they listen to the ballad singers,—

now exhibitmg emotion at an affecting picture of suffering, now burstmg into hearty laughter

when the subject is of an amusing kind ; and finally, by the large variety of instruments which,

although often played without taste or feehng, are nevertheless remarkable for their beautiful

simplicity of form, and their extreme cheapness. According to the Chinese themselves, music

proceeds from the heart of man ; it is the expression of the feelings of the heart.
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